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country problems

THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK

Keeping Warm and Raising

Subscriptions 8300 per year payable In
advance; single copies three cents
Enough Money To Pay
Advertising rates based upon circula
tion and verv reasonable
Taxes On the Woodlot
NEWSPAPER HISTORY
The Rockland Gazette was established
In 184(1 In 1874 the Courier was estab-, Editor of The Courier-Oazette:
llshed and consolidated with the Oazette 1
ln 1882 The Pree Press was established
Candlemas Day, Peb. 2, dawned
In 1845 and ln 1891 changed Its name to |
the Tribune These papers consolidated clear and sunny here, but so cold!
March 17. 1897

Wind, of gale force, blew the snow
ln billowing clouds over the hill and
the Icy stretch of road at times
The multitude it always ln thc
seemed like an ocean, as the flakes
wrong —Earl of Roscommon
rippled over it before the wind.
According to tradition, we are supVOTED FOR REPEAL
, posed to have “half our wood and
1 half our hay" on Candlemas Day. On
By a v:te of 351 to 10. the National the farm the problems of life are dlfHouse yesterday pa, sed a bill rep. al- ferent than ln village or city, but re
ing the Warren p:ta*o act, the Kerr gardless of location, everyone needs
tobacco act and the Bankhead coltcn to keep warm. Here, we use mostly
act. Even friend.' of the potato bill; wood, and our good sized farmhouse
voted for repeal. Including Repre.sen- [ neetj.s greal quantities to provide
tatives Biewster. Republican, and i warmth in zero weather such as the
Mcran. Democrat, cf Maine, on '.he past two weeks has brought.
ground that the Supreme Court's
Our problem here is to get wood
AAA dclsion doomed all crop cont! ol cut. hauled, sawed and split and
bills as uncon i tutional ar«d that under cover, with most of the family
Congre'ilonal repeal was the quickest 111. Oh, well, when (not if I we get
way :f clearing the siaiute books of that wonderful Townsend Revolving
deadwood.
Pund working, we shall be able to
hire help. At present our main ef
GUR PUCKSTERS WON fort is to save enough money to pay
taxes on our woodlot.
Playing in a blizzard the Rockland
Mrs. A. I. Perry
hockey team defeated Crosby High 12
North Hope. Peb 5
to 0 al Community Park Tuesday, the
contest being watched by a good-sized
APPRECIATED CREDIT
orowd ln spite of the weather. Everv
man on the Rockland team had at
.Rockland, Feb. 5.
least one goal to his credit. Sam Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
Olover being high-point man. with
I have noticed' lately, more and
three.
more people walking on the left sioe
Ir the Rockland lineup were of the road. I think your work Is
Marsh. Hardin, Olover apd Peaslee responsible for a lot of this Improve
lw. Mariner and Petersen rw. Dorgan ment.
and Childs Id. Cune and Billings rd,
I hope you keep on with it.
Accaid. and Curtis g.
Pearl Look

DANCING THURSDAY AND SATURDAY
—AT—

OCEAN VIEW BALL ROOM
MUSIC BY

CLIFF JACKSON
And His GAY SYNCOPATORS

SIM’S

LUNCH

133T&Th-tf

SIRLOIN, TENDERLOIN, RUMP.
AND HAMBURG STEAKS-

35c

(Swlft'a Best Heavy Western Beef—Each Serving One-half Pound I

Rockland, Maine, Thursday, February 6, 1936

IT’S INCOME TAX TIME

THREE CENTS A COPY

OLIVER HAMLIN’S DIARY

FOR FEBRUARY AND MARCH

RYTEX GREYTONE
PRINTED STATIONERY
in colors as soft as a Spring breeze—
with a restrained gaiety that makes it
correct for all occasions!

100 SINGLE SHEETS
50 ENVELOPES

or
50 DOUBLE SHEETS
50 ENVELOPES

Postage

10c Extra

• Printed with Name and Addiess on
Sheets and Envelopes—or, Mono
gram on Sheets, Envelopes plain.
• Fine quality Greytone paper in ex
quisite pastel shades of Blue, Grey,
Orchid or Violet.

• Printing in Blue, Black, Brown or
Violet.
Unusually Low Priced!

Buy several boxes of this smart sta
tionery while it is specially priced at
only $1 a box.

THE COURIER-GAZETTE

CASTINE’S OWNERS ARE SUED

Read Carefully the Information Which Will Recalling World War Days When Mud Was Mud Suit In Sum Of $10,000 Brought By AdministraHere Be Furnished

and It Rained Bullets

tor Of Evelyn Bartlett Estate

tlons against gross income and cred
its against net Income has resulted ln
numerous errors on the part of tax
payers.
The Revenue Act of 1934 provides
for an earned income credit in addi
tion to the personal exemption and
much as they are vitally important credit for dependents, etc., for the
to the whole subject of the Income purpose of computing the normal tax.
Having arrived at the net income, the
tax.
Gross income includes in general next step ls to deduct the personal
all income from any source what exemption and credit for dependents.
ever. unless exempt from tax by law. The balance represents the “surtax
The gross income of the usual busi net income." The next step is to deness consists of the gross profits on 1 duct from such balance the earned
sales, plus any income from Investcredlt and oth<*r credlts 10
menus or sources. Thc return must which the taxpayer Ls entitled. The
show *he gross sales, purchases, and remainder represents the amount of
cost of goods sold. To reflect Income net Income subject to the normal tax
correctly, Inventories are necessary of 4 percent. Any amount of surtax
at the beginning and end of each j net tacome whlcb ls in «“»» of
taxable year
j *4 000 “ subject to the surtax. This
' A lawyer, doctor, architect, physl- surlax u 10 * ™mput*d In accord-

Gross Income, Net Income, And
Surtax Net Income
Three of the terms usedjn the In
come-tax law. namely, gross income,
net income, and surtax net income,
should be noted particularly, Inas-

Among the entries filed with Clerk I brother Capt. Augustus Perry Coombs
(By Oliver R. Hamlin)
of Courts Griffin for the approaching of Islesboro was in charge of the enThe 56th Pioneer Infantry received money and how to make change as
. „
_
, _ „
, gines. A third member of the crew
...
orders for Overseas service Aug. 25. they did not want to get beaten by term of Knox County Superior Cou.t i 6was William W Roberts of _
Belfast
the crowd of gyps that always hung Ls a suit brought by Arthur A. Bart- whQ offlciated ln
duaI
capaclty
of
1918, and left camp at 8 a. m., mak
around the camps to take advantage lett of Washington, administrator of mate and co0|c. The other two mem
ing a long hike to the rail head In of the soldiers.
the estate of Miss D. Evelyn Bartle't. bers of the c rew were hired for the
Spartansburg. S. C.. where each com
We spent five days at this camp.
late of that town askinj damages in occasion, and thelr names were un
pany was assigned to a section of No. 2, and on Sept. 18 we hiked back
the sum of $10,000 from Capt, Leigh - known to the Cocmbs brothers.
to
the
raH
head
where
a
troop
train
|
cars . After spending a day and
“We found we were a little ahead of
a j ton W. Ccombs of Belfast and Cap.
night on the trains we arrived at was in waiting for us. And what 1 Augustus P. Coombs of Islesboro. who cur running time " Capt. A P. Coombs
Camp Merritt, N. J., where we spent train! To us the cars looked like dry were the owners of the ill fated tcld a Ccurier-Oazette reporter, “and
a week in getting equipment and goods boxes, with big -letters on the 1 steamer Castine
a signal came from Capt. Leighton
every soldier receiving a bald-headed side “Hommes 40 C evaux 8" and
Miss Bartlett was cne of the victims Cocmbs to slow down. “The sea was
after some questioning we found out
haircut.
of the disaster which overtook that comparatively calm, but the fog was
The regiment left Camp Merritt that the. words meant that 40 sol craft June 6. 1935, when it crashed so deuse we could scarcely see a boat's
Sept. 3. and after a hard eight-mile diers slept and ate where 8 horses onto Bay Ledges near Vinalhaven, length When we struck the reef, the
hike down ovpr the Jersey Palisades could be taken care of In the same while conveying 75 members of Pleas- engine had been stopped and the
wt boarded a ferry for New York. space when being shipped to the ant Valiev Grange to Vinalhaven.
! captain was listening for the bell
Sailing across the harbor we landed front lines.
Mr and Mrs Charles A. Wester of ' buoy. It was nearly low water, and
Boarding the train we left St.
at one of the large New York piers
Camden were drowned when the | the craft listed to starboard at an
Nazaire
at a very low speed and at
where lay the ship that was to take
steamer listed throwing many of the angle of about 45 degrees,
| “Nearly a score of passengers were
us to Prance. We boarded the trans no time did we go over 25 miles an passengers into the water.
port Sibeny at 11 a m. Sept 3. At hour We passed through some very
Mrs. Rebecca Alley of Camden died thrown overboard. Everything posclan. dentist, clergyman, author, or anee wlth lhf rat*s Prov‘ded for
pretty country and a lot of small
shortly after being removed to her sible was done to save thelr lives,
other professional man mast Include. the varlous ao-called surtax brackets, 5.30 p. m. our ship left the dock and
towns. On one of our stops in a home and Miss Bartlett died ln th? The craft was equipped with 125 life
headed
out
to
sea
with
5000
soldiers
in gross Income all fees, salaries, and
Df<“,< tion for Business Expenses
freight yard the soldiers spied a train hospital.
' preservers for adults and 14 for chllcompensation of any kind for proDeductions for business expenses and a large. crew of sailors. One
load of wine on the next track and
thousand
of
the
soldiers
were
colored
The loss of Ufe might have been dren. The passengers got into these
fessional services
, fonn a large item in the ^lum of
every soldier who had a thirst tor
immeasurably larger but for the fact us rapidly as they could and neNet income upon which the tax ts manv taxpayers and must have cer- troops from Oeorgla and were bil
wine
dumped the water from his
leted on the third deck. After a day
tain
qualities
to
be
allowed.
Such
de

that the steamer North Haven, max- haved nobly. A mishap which nono
assessed in gross income less the de
canteen and in a few seconds there
ductions allowed by law. Such deduc duction must be for an expenditure at sea most of the boys became sea was a stream of wine coming from ing its regular trip to Rockland, of us could foresee happened when a
tions include business and profes in connection with the maintenance sick and this is where the fun began. every cask in the wine train. When passed within a short distance of -he pa>senger undertook to walk on the
Pood was served in troughs and we
wrecked craft, and despatched resell'? rail of a lifeboat which had just been
sional expenses, such as salaries, and operation of the taxpayer's busi
our train pulled out some of the boys
pensions, and bonuses to employees, ness or business properties; it must ate like pigs in a pen. especially when were left behind still trying to get beats to the scene after hearing the launched.
“Many clung to the port rail which
taxes, losses, interest paid, bad debts, be an ordinary expense and it must some of the boys became seasick at their canteen filled. There wpre distress signals.
The Castine became a total loss. ' was high out of water, and Mate Robdepreciation, depletion, contributions,
a necessary expense In insisting meal time All In all the trip was
fine. There were three ships In the some very happy moments on the
Capt. Leighton W Coombs of Bel- erts pulled eight struggling passengers
etc. Pailurc to understand deduc- i
(Continued on Page Eight)
ccnvoy and without any protection train for the next 8 or 10 hours— fast was In the pilot house, and hls from the water "
as the destroyer that left New York songs, stories and laughter. After
with us suddenly sprung aleak two|4‘J days we arrived at Latrecy. We
days out of New York and returned hiked from there to the town of
Ccur L Eveque. eight miles, with
to port.
We were nine days making thc i heavy Pat'k-s and plenty of mud to
Tlie mill of the Maine Woolen Co., time and lias several advance orders
crossing and landed at St. Nazaire i n,akp the going very hard and tirebooked.
John T. Hughes, owner, was badly
Sept 12. After going through the!'some Men W1 oul of the llnps exA later report says that the fire
hausted and tired.
damaged by fire and water this morn was confined to two storage bins in locks to the inner harbor we stayed
While at Cour L Eveque we were
aboard
ship
until
next
morning,
and
one end of the mill and was caused
ing <t 7.15.
taught the art ot trench warfare and
a:
8
30
a.
m.
we
left
ship
and
made
by a short circuit on the wires.
wtre issued our gas helmets. We
The fire started ln the card room
Rockland will have a distinguished man" by followers of the great fall
Water damage resulted on the lower a hike of about six miles to camp No. j were drilled hours and hours every'
2
where
we
were
billeted
for
a
few
visitor Monday night in the person of sport, who year after year had seen
and the machinery in that room w:s floor.
day for four days, after which we
Adam Walsh. Bowdoin College's foot Bowdoin go down to humiliating de
At 9 o'clock the fire had been prac days, receiving instructions and get
were acclaimed ready for service.
practically ruined.
ting
acclimated
to
the
climate.
ball coach and a member of the feat. Sports writers marveled at hls
tically extinguished thanks to Chief
The Y M.C.A. huts were very busy IStpt 27 we broke camp and h‘kpd faculty, who will be guest of honor at | achievement, and regardless of their
Thc mill has been running on full Payson's efficient department
changing American dollars into back to the rail head and camped a complimentary dinner given by , alma mater have paid homage to his
French francs and the doughboys were near the railroad station waiting for Knox County Bowdoin “grads" at unexpected and remarkable achleveROCKLAND LIONS
OUTLOOK NOT GOOD busy learning the value of the French
(Continued on Page Eight/
Tne Thorndike at 6 p m.. and who ment.
will later be guest speaker at the
The banquet Monday night will be
First Week Of Attendance Overseer Of Poor Tells Citi-'
meeting of the Parent Teacher Asso- j under the management of two BowContest Results In Draw
zens About the Conditions
ciation. All Bowdoin graduates in : t'oin graduates who won thelr spurs
Knox County are urged to join in rt the Brunswick institution—William
—A Joint Meeting
Which Face the City
this testimonial.
W. Spear, the only Rockland man
The new attendance contest which Editor of The Courier-Oaaette:—
Last fall Adam WaLsh gave to Bow- who ever served as captain of a
commenced yesterday the teams comdoln College its first State champion- Bowdoin football team; and Fred C.
The past year has been one of unmanded by Frank A. Tirrell and j precedented demands upon the Poor
ship football team in many years and Black, who won highest tennis honor?
Prank H. Ingraham were found to be , Department of the city. Federal
was immediately hailed as a “miracle 1 during hls college career
deadlocked, each having 22 members Direct Relief has been gradualh
........
present.
I withdrawn. No cash relief from the ! ~
. .......
MADE THE VARSITY
Announcement was made by Ensign Federal agencies has been forthcomScna or WllIianl E Borah of Ida ao
“I'm not going to cross any bridges NEARLY SUFFOCATED 1
until
I
have
to.
”
he
replied.
j
--------Otis that the Joint meeting of the ' ing and work relief has been insuf- formally llung down 1116 gauntlet to
Fred Jealous Of Thomaston
service clubs and Rockland Chamber ficient to care for our employable deRepublican organizationTuesday ‘ In Ohio alone it is necessary for a ; Aged North Hope Man Is
Climbs Out Of the Junior
ot Commerce will be held at the Con- pendents. The strain of extreme by announcing he would campaign in candidate to declare himself to havp
In
Found Unconscious
gregational Church Peb. 18 Albert poverty tends to break up families Ohio for delegates pledged to his delegates pledged to him. The de
Squad At Bowdoin
Smoke-Filled Home
veloping situation may soon indicate
Abramson. State director of the ERA. and throwthe burden of caring for presidential nomination
will be the guest speaker, and will dependent children upon the citv
1 nomlnall0n
whether either friends of Knox or
With the opening of the second
William Brown, an aged resident of
have for his timely subject “Jobless This in itself is no «naTnart of our
“
Landon intend to counter the
semester
of the 1935-36 school year
Prosperity." The talk will be of spe- responsibility
SicS. £o
* statement, after conferring for, Idahoan
Ncrth Hope, who for many years has
has u
|
i„ J ,
......
... | Bowdoin College six freshman hockev
has hours with Ohio independent leader- ( Ohio has 52 delegates in the nn- hwd
a ema11
J ast °ver lhe 1 players who have starred thus far
cial interest to business men.
! ravaged the homes of the poor and
Another announcement concerned greatly increased our
1
convtnced the to0”1* of lh< I tl0nal convention, two each for th.' Hope-Appleton line, had a narrow this season with the junior varsit”
,P fond (air in hp a.v.n hv th. r.m. birthrate n verv
* should
*iven ®n oPI»rtun“y 22 district congressmen and two each escape Wednesday morning from as
the
food lair to be given by the Cam oirtr.rate is very high fin families on Slat
team became eligible for places on
to express their choice in the primary
den-Rockland Lions Club in Camden re ef, especially among those of low ’ Of May 12. Under the so-called •fa- for its two senators and two repre- phyxiation.
the varsity. Among them is Lionel
Opera House. March 5, 6 and 7. A mental grade. A considerable num- vorite-son' plan, this privilege is de- sentatives-at-large,
Mr. Young, driver of a bakery truck, Frederick Jealous. Jr , of Thomas
'-------- ------ --- “'-I Asked whether hls statement meant
number of the books will be sold ber of
ton.
feeble minrteH
deflnMeIv «ied «*m. To obtain an expression , he would enter other important pri- called there and found the nouse ful!
here, as the event is strongly deserv
Always one of the scrappiest play
be able io rom~, * they tt'U1 "ver of P^ar wUl. it is my intention to maries, Boiah said conditions would ot smoke. Unable to arouse Mr.
ing of local patronage.
ers on the Ice, Jealous also has proven
ompete successfully for a place at least eight candidates for' govern.
Brown, he rushed back to Willow his ability to skate well and has the
The ten largest Lions Clubs in the
°0ndit’OnS d^ates-at-large in the field"
,
Landon and Wadsworth’
State flnd Portland leading with 94 1
Brook Farm for assistance
Mr. size necessary to a good defense man.
>
unable to exercise ordinary
Borah said he would “enter deleThe New York Times, in a dispatch Perry, Roger Wadsworth and Mr He Ls considered very likely to see
members, and Rockland second with prudence or foresight. Inasmuch
the rhiiri™. »»
------- aS gatM in
d‘stricts" « wel1 as a slate , from Philadelphia, says the Republi64. The Bangor-Brewer Club is third. the
Young then forced thelr way into the action with the varsity before the
children of parentis both of whom running “at large.”
■
------- 1--------- ’ ------ 'can ticket thls ypar w111 to Landon
I Camden-Rockport is credited with are feehie
minderi .hie , , ?
“ Wa>S feeblf
11 was th<“ firsl f0™81 dwlarati0» and Wadsworth, if the plans of some Brown home where they found a hole season ends, particularly since only
best attendance.
about 18x6 burned through the one of the scheduled varsity con
presents ot candidafy by an outstanding pos- eastern Republicans who Tnet in the
The members showed interest in a serioua nrohl
kitchen floor and iMr. Brown in a tests has been played to date.
At the nee.,..
,
sibillty for the Republican nomina- ( Pennsylvania city last week are fulvolleyball and basketball, even the
Among scheduled games still ahead
small
rcom adjoining, unconscious
P esent rate it would almost tion. It came after some doubts had ' ftnej
fossils.
from smoke Dr. Tuttle of Appleton for the varsity are three with Colby
appear that in a few generations the been expressed that Borah would
Their program, the Times says, is
Miss Betty Priest of the Central normal portion of the population “follow through ”
College for the championship of
was called.
to
send uninstructed delegations to
I Maine Power Company told in di would be unable to support the en-' His disinclination to seek a pledged
The fire was extinguished and after Maine, two with the University of
Cleveland and divert their strength to
rect and pleasing fashion, about °™ous increase of unemployables.
delegation In Massachusetts had fce- the Kansas governor and to Janus several hours. Mr. Brown was revived. New Hampshire, and a special match
the value to eyesight of improved
e City Farm has had an average come known shortly before, raising W. Wadsworth former senator from He was removed Friday to the home j against Brown University at Provilighting service. Comparatively few
° id *nmates throughout the year questions whether his field was being New York and now a member of 'he of Mrs. Blanchard at Appleton where dence Peb. 22. In the one game
j homes are lighted to the best ad at has been efficiently conducted narrowed rather than expanded. Exhe will be cared for. Mr. Brown who played thus far Bowdoin lost to
vantage of the occupants, she said. y Mr. and Mrs. A. 6. Leonard. Some plaining himself there he wrote to House of Representatives.
will be 89 next June, has been in fail- Nirthcastern University, 8-4.
' and based her information on manv
The Junior varsity crew has won
iirg health fcr several months.
new equipment has been added and Robert M Washburn, president cf
TIME IS EXTENDED
visits made in this city and vicinity. conditions materially improved. The the (T.R.) Roosevelt Club of Boston.
two oat ol three contests thus far,
' Some interesting lighting demonstra- inmates at the Farm benefit bv
ARE WINTERING WELL
lasing only to Hebron Academy, 3-2.
“I had not thought at any time that Motor Boat Owners Have Until Mav
tions were given in connection with generous spirit on the nart of the
Jealous
showed up well in every
First To Register and Renumber
Miss Priest’s very informative talk
——
P rt of the it would be a practical thing to do."
Maine's Partridge and Deer Bid Fair game.
public. Splendid donations to their
Although he also has indicated he
To Weather the “March Hill,’’
Jealous is a member of Zeta Psi
comfort and happiness have been would seek no delegates in Pennsyl
Oeorge A. Nelson, deputy customs
Closing out $5 95 lounging robes at
fiaternlty at Bowdoin, and a gradu
made by so many business men. vanla. it developed that this may not collector for the Portsmouth-Portland
Maine's hardy partridge and deer
! $3.95; new numbers added this week
ariics and societies that space does be flhal. He may do so in New Yoik District, said Tuesday that motorboat are wintering in fine shape,'despite ate of Thomaston High school.
! to the popular bargain rack. Alfreda
not permit individual mention here.! but his friends believe that, in the owners have until May 1 to register five feet of snow in some parts of
Perry. 7 Limerock street —adv. lt
The same generosity has been shown main, hls campaign will center in the and renumber their craft.
the State. Deputy Fish and Game YOUR FAVORITE POEM
in answer to every appeal for the West and Midwest.
Nelson said the Treasury Depart Commissioner Archer L. Orover said
It I had my Ute to live again I would
poor of the city being aided in their
Borah’s Ohio announcement stirred ment extended the deadline two today.
have made a rule to read some poetry
and
listen to some music at least once
bomesRepublican circles just as the Demo- menths from March 1. previously an
Orover said the deer and birds are a week The loss ot these tastes is a
Wlthout Federal Relief which can- crats were contemplating the possible nounced final date. The new ruling not bothered by deep snow. They loss of happiness —Charles Darwin.
.created a
,
not be indefinitely continued, the effect of new signs of eastern opposi- applied to 3000 boat owners in Maine scrape it aside to reach vegetatio.i.
THOUGHTS OF THEE
need for more Industry in Rockland 1 tion. within the party, to the re-nomi- and New Hampshire.
Thick ice crusts, however, which form I think of thee ln the night,
When aU beside ts still,
The Treasury Department, Nelson after a thaw, make the struggle for And
to employ our surplus labor is strong- nation of President Roosevelt. In
the moon comes out. with her pale,
sad light.
ly indicated. •
Massachusetts former Governor Ely said, believes the new regulation will food more difficult. Thus far no su:h
To sit on the lonely hill;
said he would seek the selection of an help prevent smuggling. The owner's crusts have formed Orover added
When the stars are like dreams.
Louis A. Walker.
And the breezes all like sighs.
Chairman Board of Overseer of the unpledged state delegation to the name will be recorded and all sales of
And there comes a voice from the farPoor.
off streams.
boats
must
be
ILsted
with
the
depart

Democratic national convention.
BELIEVE IT OR NOT
Like thy spirit's replies.
L»»s_2han_a_Barral_ofAjMothe^n
Unless administration policies are ment.
I think on thee by day.
Union. Feb 3
changed, Ely said, re-election of
Mid the cold and busy crowd.
Motorist (inquiring his way)—Boy Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
When the laughter of the young and
President Rcosevelt is "impossible."
g*y
In answer to the second problem
The remark prompted immediate in ain I all righfc for thc zoo?
Is far too glad aud loud!
Glover Hall, Warren
I
hear
thy soft, sad tone.
Bright
I
Ad
—
As
far
as
I
knew
you
coined
by
"X."
The
oil
station
was
quiry whether he would “take a walk"
And thy young sweet smUe I see:
Woodcock’s Orchestra
are. mister, but I'm not running the 9 •inlle.'i. 480 feet or 9 1-11 miles fiom My heart—my heart were all alone,
with
former
Oov.
Smith
of
New
York
ADMISSION 15e. 35c
But for Its dreams at thee!
TtL 72
Boston.
Annie Ripley
if the convention differs with him. 500.—Montreal Oazette.
16-17
—Thomas Kibble Hervey

FIRE IN CAMDEN MILL

IN HONOR OF ADAM WALSH

Bowdoin “Grads” Of Knox County Will Tender
Banquet To Football Coach

BORAH IS DEFINITELY IN

The Idaho Senator Will Campaign In Ohio For

Presidential Delegates

SPECIAL SALE!

Volume 91.................. Number 16.

Nature never

goiter I

Anthracite]

CLEERCOAL
ROCKLAND "

COAL COMPANY

Dance Saturday Night
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“Be ye kind one to another."Eph. 4:32.

L

Editorial

Every-Other-Day

r*
Maine Hithwi
'i^wajSafetyCamfa^
Motor Vehicle Deaths
by Counties

'

i

/

e

\ Motor
Vehicle
Motor
Vehic Deatl
e Deaths

byA
by
Ales
1935 1936

Androscoggin 1 3-1.
.on.
- 1
The formal entry of Senator Wil
•Aroostook
C2Z
1 - 4
liam E. Borah into the (Republican
03 1
Cumberland L2T4'
presidential field surprises no close
* 1
•
Franklin
i—r
observer of the political situation,
10-14
EZET2”
Hancock
lt was inevitable. The man from
15-19 LU
OLE
Kennebec
Idaho is admittedly of thc type
I
20-29
~> 1
"
j
which makes for presidential tim
Knox
I
50-39
Popular Round Runner Models, from
lehl
i
ber, and as such is bound to have a
I
Lincoln
40-49
arnzi
i
i
I
Conventional Flat Runner Models, from
large following in every State of thc
Oxford
I
50-59
i
I nion. From the viewpoint of
>
i
Skis, 4 ft., 5 ft., 3J/2 ft., and 6 ft., f^om
Penobscot
i
i
►
orthodox Republicans he has often
60-69 3CTT~
A
i
Piscataauis
“"•S’
I
exhibited a tendency to radicalism,
'
•
70STS
• i.
Now Is the Time To Buy At These Prices
n
Sagadanoc
I
and to that same element of the
r-*
□
Somerset
party there has been a feeling akin
I
l»co^pl»Ce Fijarti
Waldo
i
•
to resentment that instead of sulk
ing four years ago when thc Repub
Washington
TELEPHONE 450,
ROCKLAND, ME
rJ
•
lican party was so sadly in need of
York
1
c
—
r
I
staunch defenders that he would not
c
TOTAL
Ay
nz-JEEB
i
** »
commit himself. Thc real reason
•
THE TOWNSEND PLAN j fore wc Mn successfully prescribe a
i
»
Fi'juns
for his hostility to President Hoover
I
____
’ remedy. To do this we must go back ,
i
>
i
was never apparent to the average
t
•
j.
Rockport
Members
Offer
t0 davs
the World War Twcnt
mind, nor is his present hostility to
r*
ty-flve years ago we were not troubled
vex
thc “Old Guard.” Asked to define
-i *
i
Some Dazzling Figures In'I with un-employment Industry was
.»•
thc term Old Guard we fancy that
r
• well operated under a system of ecu-1
L-T ».
Support Of It
many persons would hesitate. Per
.J
W»J« I
-------{ nomics devised fcr the upkeep of 1
haps it refers to what was known ih
Editor of The Courler-Oazette:civffizaticn. which was engaged in
r
the old days as Political Bossism,
K has,b**.n.Jn,,MUlly “:d' ^at Solving the problem of production
but if the Mark Hannas and the
America Ls at the crossroads, and at
In 1912 and 1913 our export trade'
Matt Quays of other generations
that crossroads we see 12 millions of amounted to less than one billion per
ever had any things on the Franklin
unemployed people and over 30 mil-1 year
World War started and 10.
I). Roosevelts or the Jim Farleys or
liens living on the crumbs that are I
mfn in
calkd I
0 X 9 0
thc Ed Morans it would be inter
being thrown to them by charity. from fields of production to arms This
esting to have somebody explain it.
Fifty percent of the population of the 10 000 000 men. their families and the I
If on the other hand the term Old
I
United States are living on less than population that stayed at home had |
Guard refers to those who have re
i
bare necessities. All these millions of to be supplied with food and clothing1
mained staunchly in the Republican
i
people are standing at the crossroads, and the soldiers must have war ma
column through the dark and lean
i
hungry, shivering and discontented terial and the United States was
days—still impressed with the idea
i
like cattle standing in a snow covered calkd on to
of lt and by
that it is the greatest political party
i
pasture waiting for a leader to lead 1915 our Mport trade tctftled $2500.
•c
u
u
this country has ever known—then
Motor Vehide Fatalities 1936
i
them somewhere, anywhere, while the J QQ0 0QQ
United States entered
i-y
it has application to many of us.
leaders of thought In the United ■ the w
w took 4500 000 men
JANUARY
i
The slurring reference to the Old
States and those to whom we have from our producers and made soldiers
I
To Date
Guard is a catch phrase and a hum
trusted the steering of the Ship ot I
them By
tlme our export
x
bug whether it comes from the lips
o «
indicates location of fatality
State, through these troubled water-, trade
tnCTMafd u four wlliona
i
of such an eminent statesman as
(
are busy attending 50 dollar a plate
year and cur own 4.500 000 soldiers
William E. Borah, or those soap box
I
Jackson
dinners
and
billion
dollar
1
\
|
must
be jupp'_ed with food, clothing
Motor Wshicle Fatalitiesby Months
orators who love best of all thc
Liberty League dinners
'and munlllons
sound of their own voices.
And they are quarreling and quib
But back to the question of the
bling with each other talking about'
next Presidency. It is now appar
Our industrial system was unable
brown derbies high hats and red
• IrwafMtFifirti
ent to everybody that President
>•&
suspenders, and telling us the depres to produce the amount demanded of
Roosevelt is not likely to weather
sion ls over. They are doing everything them Our inventors, scientists and '
the storms which are breaking upon
passible to attract our attention away [ chemists were called on to solve the
him from all quarters and that the
MAINE'S HEALTH GOOD
Crosby Seconds
from the one great problem that they j problem The answer was mass proA ONE-SIDED WIN
country's chief concern is the selec
p
O.
F.
have been unable to solve, unemploy-(ducticn. made possible by new ma-.
Dr. Oeorge H. Coombs. State health
tion of a candidate who may be re
•
2
1 ment. they concentrate thelr efforts chines which would enable one man to
Rockland Beats Crosby 40,Socea
lied upon, if elected, to break awav
Potter
3
_______ 1
5 director, said yesterday there is no I on their own great problem which is I do as much work as five or six men
To 24—Our "Seconds" Irish .. ________ 5
from thc freak legislation in which
1
11 epidemic of serious diseases in Maine. iiow to .kid the people Into voting had done before. At the end of the
this country now finds itself in
0
Goger.
• Measles and mumps he said, prevail •hem into office for another term. war the soldiers of Europe ar.d
Were Also Victors
volved. This is not a partisan Re
-------Rumney
0
0 throughout the State but are not con granting them more time to exploit America returned to peace-time pur
publican view; it is thc view of many
Rockland High's Orange and Black Malone
0
0 sidered serious Health conditions 1 the people.
suits. Our export trade dropped to
Democrats u)io place country abmc basketeers smashed out an impres- ’ Smith
0
0 generaUy are better in Maine now
much less than »1 000 000.000 and our
J
than at the same time last year. Dr
part)-; it is the view of many who
man power production and purchas
five win over Crosbv High Schcol of i
The millions cf unfortunate people
voted for Roosevelt four years ago
Totals _______
18 Coombs said.
ing power were all out of balance
Belfast
Tuesday
at
the
local
gym
by
|
who are standing at the crossroads do
out of pure despair, but who, more i
Referee. Fowler.
These three must equal before the
„ Copies of the last annual report of not believe the depression is over, and |I un-employment problem can te
desperate than ever is going to march ! a 40-24 score.
the Maine Extension Service ate they are tired of lcoking at happiness solved. Experts tell us with the man
to the polls next November and | The Rockiand quintet with one
Thomaston 38, Rockport 36
mark his cross over the Republican I hard fought victory over Crosby at1 It was a tense moment near the available to residents of Maine. A through the eyes of others They i
power now employed and the ma
column. The standard bearer mav j Belfast, surged into the fray favored close of Tuesday night's basketball postcard to the Extension Service. have watched the roses fade from die chines now ln our factories we can
be Senator Borah. In a broad coun to win. However it was not until the | Rame ln Thomaston when Day made a College of Agriculture, Orono, Maine, cheeks of their womcnf and then- double or treble our present produechildren. and they believe it is time
try of sectional interests it is difficult
lightning heave in the direction of will bring your copy
i tion. This means we will always have (
fcr the working people to take a I an army of unemployed. We cannot
to say who is the proper man. Th? I last quarter that Rockland was sure the Rcckport basket The ball struck
The teacher was testing Ihe intelli hand in running the Government. ' pl:w them under. They must be pro
Courier-Gazette finds among its | cf winning the game. It was in this fa^iy Inside, ar.d the quintet from
gence
of a newcomer to her cdlass. In turning back the pages of history
clientele a vtry strong sentiment for i last quarter with
learn composed [ the Heme of Kr.ox was a step nearer
vided for.
Gov. Landon of Kansas, whose re mainly of reserves that Rockland, the Sezakians for the Knox and Lin "Who said, 'I come to bury Caesar ,?" they find that every great problem
has
been
solved
by
a
leader
from
the
she asked.
cent Topeka speech has aroused the started to click and before the game | coln championship.
Dr. Townsend proposes to retire
whole nation. Gov. Landon is, was over the Rockland boys were. Grant of Rockport was high scorer1 “P—please, teacher, the under ranks of the working people.
To solve this great un-employment encugh people to balance the man
comparatively speaking, a new Shotting them from all angles.
for the evening, plugging the basket taker," suggested the nervous young
problem we must find the cause, be- power and to supply them with money
comer in thc national field, but, if
Rcckland led throughout the game seven times. Morong and Libby were ster—Excchange.
enough which they must spend to
one is to judge from his success in The score by quarters was Rockland tied for runner-up position
The
balance the purchasing power. This
governing that great mid-\V estern 10. Crosby 3. first quarter, Rockland score:
I is the only plan that has been proState of Kansas, he is no longer an 17. Crosby 10 end of half; Rockland
Thomaston High
; posed that deals directly with thc
experiment. As chief executive of 26. Crosby 18 end of third quarter and
cause of the trouble and prescribes a
G
F
P
a commonwealth he has attracted Rockland 40, Crosby 24 end of game.
Libby
......................
4
2
10
j
remedy. We must either adopt it or
nationwide attention, and the views
Jackson and Irish starred for
1
its equivalent, or discard our modern
which he voiced in his I opeka Crosby. whUe Lord. LaCrosse, Mur Merrill, If................ 1
3
' machinery and scientific methods and
1
Woodcock, rf ......... 3
7
speech are those of a man who has gita and Morgan paced the locals.
i return to methods of 25 years back.
2
0
4
a national viewpoint. Our choice at
In a nip and tuck affair the Rock Dav, rf .
I The critics of the plan tell us it would
F.
Delano,
c
.............
4
1
9
this moment is Gov. Landon, but wc land second team managed to squeeze
C
Delano,
c
...........
0
0
0
ruin the n*tt:n financially. However,
arc frankly open to conviction.
out a win over the Crosby seconds
1
3
they told us thc same thing when it
mainly through the spectacular shoot Upham. Jg . ....... 1
Johnson, rg ............. 1
0
2
was first proposed to set the black
It being in the nature of man to 1 ing of Bill Karl.
0
0
Elwell, rg ............... 0
slaves free. Time has proved that
The summary:
complain wc naturally do some
—
—
—
they were mistaken and most likely I
Rorkland
sputtering these days because of the
38
16
6
Totals
................
they are mistaken now. Reliable
O.
F.
P.
frequent sub-zero temperature read
'
statisticians
tell us a 2 percent transLaCrosse.
If
.........
5
1
11
Rockport High
ings. But we have only to scan the
j ajtion tax will furnish ample funds
0
pages of thc daily newspapers to sec Merritt. If .............. 00
P
F
O
1 and will not work a hardship on any
In going through our stock at inventory time
0
2
where it might be infinitely worse. Raye. If ............... 1
10
2
Morong. If ............ 4
[ one.
Bohn,
rf
................
0
0
0
What do we know, for instance,
we found more or less odd sizes and lots in our
0
Daucet. rf .............. 0
o
• • • •
0
0
about thc blizzards which block the Winchenbach. rf .... 0
14
7
0
Grant, rf
various Departments that should be closed out
0
4
mid-western highways,, of the in Murgita. rf ............ 2
2
Thc
people
of
the United Slates
2
0
Mcon. c ..
0
0
and turned into Cash. Not old shop-worn goods
tense cold—sometimes 50 or more Leo. rf .................. . 0
want employment.' not charity and if
5
3
Turner, lg ............... 1
3
3
below—which causes suffering and Morgan, lg ............. 0
the people cf all ages are furntrlud
0
0
Ryder, lg ............... 0
but good desirable merchandise. Lemons to us,
0
0
death; and thc icebound communi Karl, lg ............... 0
steady employment at labor that they
5
3
Spear, rg................. 1
but Gold Nuggets to you.
2
14
ties where fhe only relief from pos Lord, c ................. 0
can perform, and at a wage that will
—
—
—
0
0
sible starvation is furnished by air Skinner, c ........... — 0
provide a profit for the employe as
36
10
Totals ................ 13
This will not be a store-wide sale, but every
4
planes, and the heroic work of the Peterson, rg .......... 12
well as the employer the pension
Referee Wotton.
2
Coast Guard? Shucks! This is a Crockett, rg .......... 10
• • • a
question will solve itself. However
Department will be represented.
mighty 'fine community wc Knox
1 to the leaders of thought in the Unit- i
Miss Feyler had her eyes fixed
40 keenly on the Rockport basket TuerTotals ................. 16
8
For instance, there will be Overcoats and
County folks are living in.
cd States I want to say: Solve this
Crosby
day night and filled it 11 times frem
unemployment
problem at any price J
Suits for $16.30 to $20.00 up; Leatherette
P. the flcor and twice on fouls. As usuil
O.
F
From Chicago comes thc report
and do lt quickly or we will be con
Coats, sheep lined, $5.30; Men's Pigtex Jack
10 it was an easy victory for Styvie’s
nit the livestock market is in a re-' Jackson, If .............. 5
0
fronted by .‘■cmething much more ex7 girls, and was their tenth straight.
1
■ptive niood for larger shipments j Robinson, rf .......... 3
i pensive and more undesirable than
ets, $3.00; Shirts, 98c up; Men's Hose, 19c;
i hogs, and that a sharp increase in ' Howard, c .............. 2
4 The score:
0
1 the Townsend Plan—a Communistic
discontinued style Collars, 20c dozen; Boys’
2
2
reduction of those animals in thr Smith, lg .............. 0
Thomaston High—Feyler, Davis.
Oovernment that will attempt to
0 1 Johnson rf. Condon. I. Henry If. Jack
0
Zipper Sweaters, $1 .CO; broken sizes on Shoes,
>rn country may he expected. Let Hall, rg ................... 0
! solve it for us.
1 c Felt. J. Henry Jc. Jacobs rg. Brad1
s hope that it will not require an Irish, rg .................. 0
Member of Rockport Townsend Club
$3.95, $4.95; Men’s Neckwear, 39c, 69c;
j lee, H. Jchnson lg.
her drouth or another midwestern
No One
Misses' Ski Jackets, $5.00 to $7.50; Ski Pants,
24
Totals ................... 10
4
ast storm to show how nature has
Rockport High—Hill rf. Lane. Hall
Referee. Fowler.
huked hog-killing and “plowing
$ 1.50 to $3.95; Boys' Overcoats, sizes 15 to I 7,
If. Annis. Easton c. Holbrook sc. Burns
CLARK ISLAND
Rockland Seconds
rg. Tolman lg.
tder.”
$3.50; Ladies’ Blue Tailored Coats, $10.00:
G.
F.
Mr. and Mrs. William Davis have j
Gcals from the floor, Feyler 11,
Ladies’ and Misses’ Sweaters, $1.39; Tweed
The safety campaign in whichI Raye. If .................... 1
1
moved to Rackliff Island.
Jchnson 7. Condcn 4 HUI 3. Lane 2.
0
aine is now engaged may not im -' Hodgkins. If ............ 1
Mrs. Eva Swanson lias employment
Goals from fouls , Hill 2. Lane 2.
Sport Suits, sizes 14 to 20, $6.75. And, well,
diatcly lessen thc number of j Winchenbach, rf .... 1
0
in Hingham, Mass.
! Referee, Wotton. Timers. Wentworth
there’s lots of more things, you'll have to come
0
iths, or accidents, but the public Bohn, rf .................... 1
Mr. and Mi's. Donald Cameron left
and Grafton. Scorers, Wcodward
and see yourself.
0
gradually being educated on the Merritt, c ................ 1
Tuesday for Los Angeles where Mr.
and Seeber.
1
jject of safety measures, and to Skinner, c ................ 0
Cameron has employment.
1
extent which will later bear fruit Cuccinello, lg.......... 0
"How would you like your egg
Mrs. Lucy Johnson ls visiting her
' served, sir?"
1
it cannot now be estimated, Karl, lg ................... 3
daughter in Braintree. Mass.
1
“Is there any difference in price?"
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Baum and
ore power to Walter J. Brennan, Rawley, rg ................ 1
0
"None whatever, sir." *
: Highway Safety Director, and Ellingwood. rg ........ 0
son are living for a time at South
"Then serve it on ffl thick slice of
Thomaston with Mrs. Baum's par
> staunch workers who are supTotals
ham "
8
ents.
rting him.
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BURPEE FURNITURE CO.

«

v-

13
13

Gregory’s Lemon Sale

THURS., FEB. 6, TO SAT., FEB. 15

GREGORY’S

NATIVE

14c

FINNAN HADDIE.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . “

COFFEE SALE
Diamond D .... 2 lbs 29c
Maxwell House .... lb 27c

PEACHES
Melba Halves
No. t'i Tins

2 tins 31c

Johnson Beans.. 2 qts 21c

PEARS
In Syrnp
N«. V,4 Tins

PANCAKE FLOUR
LOG
CABIN

2 tins 39c

3 Pkn
ue#

5C

2 lbs. 29c
FISH BITS BONELESS 3 lbs. 29c
NATIVE
SALTED DANDELIONS CURED
2 lbs. 25c
LARGE
BOTTLE 15c
SNIDER S KETCHUP
PRUNES LARGE
MEATY
3 lbs. 23c
12 OZ.
TINS
CORNED BEEF
2 tins 29c
QUART
PICKLES -r°’
2 JARS 31c

PIG S LIVER

FRESH
SH NATIVE
SLICED
NATIVE

SMALL SHORT SHANK, LEAN, FRESH OR SMOKED

SHOULDERS.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. pound 19c
FRESH, CRISP, CLEAN

SPINACH.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . peck 19c
Tomatoes
No. 2 Tins

Cheese

Peas
Early June

3 tins 25c

Old Strong

4 tins 25c

lb 29c

Tomato

Tea

Juice
Welch’s. Pint Bot

2 (or 25c

Very Tacty
The kind you
have been
asking for

Very Good
Quality

bulk lb 19c

VEAL HAMBURG............................................. lb .21
Roasting Pork,
Sirloin Steak,
Pot Roast,
Stewing Lamb,

lb 21c
lb 23c
Ib 19c
lb 15c

Cube Steak,
lb 23c
Chuck Roast,
lb 14c
Boneless Rib Roast lb 25c
Sliced Bacon,
lb 37c

FRANKFORTS.............................................. 2 lbs
MINCED HAM.............................................. 2 lbs
CLOVERBLOOM BUTTER............1 lb. roll
NATIVE POTATOES................................... peck
SMOKED FILLETS ...?........................................ lb

.31
.25
.39
.25
.16
.23
.28

FIG BARS............................................................... lb
HOMESTEAD RING........................................ ea.
Vanilla Flavor, Chocolate and While Icing

BULK PICKLES, Dill or Sour................... 3 for

Grape Nuts
Fruit
Cocktail

pkg16c

No. 214 Tin

Pumpkin

Kre-Mel
Dessert
All Flavors

3 pkg 10c

21c

No. 2% Tin

Raisins

Full of Summer
Vitamins

tin 12c
Camay
Soap
5 cakes 23c

Del Monte.
Pineapple
Juice
2 tins 25c

.05

Seedless

2 pkgs 15c

Post
Toasties
3 pkgs 21c

FRIEND’S MINCE MEAT, lge tin .. 23c
Made By the Packers of the Famous Friend's Beans

EVAPORATED MILK ... 4 tall cans 25c
Rinso,
2 lge pkga 37c 1 Fairy Soap, 3 cakes 11c
Ivory Soap, med. cake 5c | PalmOlive Soap 5 bar 19c

SUGAR.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 10 lb cloth bag 52c
100 Lbs. Bulk, $4-89

P. & G. Soap, 5 bars 17c Snider’s Soup, 4 tins 19c
Tomato, Vegetable

Salt,

Molasses,

2 lb pkg 6c Salt Pork,
lb 15c
gallon 69c Cr. Tartar, Soda, lb ea 29c

PERRY’S MARKETS
IF YOU WISH TO PHONE YOUR ORDER
CALL 1234 FOR PROMPT DELIVERY

Every-Other-Day
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Mrs. Thelma Snow substituted for' Pleasant Valley Orange will have G
tss Mary Buttomer at the Grace ' o’clock supper Priday, with bridge

Dr. B. E. Flanders went today to
Bcston to attend the Sp:rtsmen’s
.. Street school Wednesday.
and 63 at 7.30. Miss Susan Spear and Show.
---' Mrs. Haze! Bartlett will be ln charge
Levi Berry has resumed hls duties ! of cards
W. M. Little and son Hugh are in
as conductor on the (Maine Central1
New York attending the Poultry In
Railroad after a long siege «f grippe.
At the meeting cf Knox Lodge. I. O. dustries Exposition for the remainder
The advisory board of the Town O. F., Mcnday night the Fast Grands of the week.

send Club ls to hold an Important will work the third degree on a can
meeting tonight after the regular didate. Supper will be served at 6.30.
Those not solicited are asked to take
session of the club.
pastry.
Ruth Mayhew Tent D.U.V., ls
sponsoring a public beano party
Mrs. Edna Joyce of Camden is em
Tuesday at 7:30 at Orand Army hall, ployed at thc Knox Registry of Deeds
with Mrs. May Cross and Mrs. Liz
making the index for the past flve
zie French In charge.
years
Mrs. Joyce was formerly
A Christian Science broadcast, thc clerk t0 lhe Register of Deeds, whose
third tn a series of five, will be given *tafr now comprises two ycung wornCOMINO NEIOHBORHOOB EVENT*
over the Columbia network. Sunday. en of exceptional ability.
Feb. 1—Methebeeec Club meet* with 1 to 1:30 p. m, by Hamilton Coleman. I
—1 — „ » » —
Mrs Bonla Tuttle.
Feb. ^—Rodcport—Minrtrei »how in Christian Science practioner. The i
SEA VIEW CEMETERY
Town hall by O F Burgess Fire Co.
J
Feb. 10—Adam Walsh to address Par broadcast comes from WLBZ.

TALK OF THE TOWN

ent-Teacher Association.
Feb. I’—Lincoln's Birthday.
Feb. 1«—Valentine Day.
Feb. 15—Rubtnstetn Club holds silver
tea.
Feb. 20—Past Presidents' night at
Edwin Libby Relief CorpsFeb 21—Camden—Fire Department
Gift Ball ln Opera House.
Feb 21 (2 to 8 30)-Educational Club
meets at O AR. hall.
Feb 22—Washington's Birthday.
Feb. 22—Union—Winter carnival •#1
Seven Tree Pond
Peb. 25—Ash Wednesday.
Feb
27-Masonic
masquerade
at,
Temple hall.
March 5-7—Camden—Food Fair at
Opera House, sponsored by Camden
Rockport Llona Club
Clu
j
March 17—Bt. Patrick's Day.
March 23—Bath—Launching of the
destroyer Drayton
March 23-25—Orono—Farm and Home
week
X
April 5—Palm Sunday.
April 10—Oood Friday.
April 12—Easter.
April 13-20—Augusta—Maine Metho
dist conference
June 8—Republican National Conven
tion opens In Cleveland.
June 8-11—Annual convention O.A R.
and allied bodies in Rockland
June 15—Primary Election.
June 18-21—Annual encampment of

The Choir Festival of senior choirs
of the State Federation of Music
Clubs, similar to that given last year.
Is scheduled to be held in Portland
May 10. The Junior federated choirs
'will present their festival March 22.
-------Work will actually begin Monday j
on Rockland's Community Building,
according to reports received from
Augusta. The complete survey of the
lot has been made ln spite of rough I
weather and excavation specifications
pre being rushed.

si

The movie “Celling Zero” held'
particular local Interest due to the j
fact that the role of Mary Lee was '
played by Martha Tibbetts, the dau-i
ghter of Myra Thorndike Tibbetts
and granddaughter ot the late
^r.^UDM?neVeU™“ **1 ^hua Thorndike, formerly of South
June 25-25—Lewiston—American Le Thomaston.
A theater party of!
gion and allied bodies, hold State con
cousins" was arranged by Mrs !
ventions
May 10—Mothers Day.
Scott Kittredge to see the film.
THE WEATHER

-------i Miriam Rebekah Lodge Tuesday
», ..i
Lured Into a sense of false security held a successful card party in the
by yesterday s mild spell Rockland afternoon under the chairmanship of
citizens arose this morning to flnd ^frs Flora Post, and at the business
lots of frost on the windows, and a session after supper Miss Vera Ames
temperature of several degrees above WM taken into membership The de
zero. This was another cold wave gj-cf work was enhanced by new
coming out of the West where it had paraphernalia, for which a vote of
operated with devastating effect. To- thanks
matJe
the officers and
morrow "fair" says the "raddlo."
i members who prepared the articles.

For the first time In three
years the Sea View Cemetery
Association Is asking its friends
and lot owners to contribute to
ward expenses. The city has re
lieved thr association of much
of the burden of caring for the
fine old cemetery but necessity
arises for th: association to
raise $75 to lake rare of the com
ing season's expenses including
water, and some old bills. It is
hoped that contributions will
make up the amount necessary
without a solicitation because
all owners know the fine work be
ing done. Checks or money may
be sent President John M. Rich 1
ardson. vice president Oscar 8.
Duncan, or trnasurrr Charles H.
Morey, and acknowledgment
J
will be promptly made.

At the President's bail In Boston
Mayor Mansfield awarded one of the
best prizes a broadtail fur coat, with
silver fox collar, to a former Thomaston girl Mi« Anna Donohue. The
^°a
°na.
°r e ^cas:on 5' j
the Scott Furriers, and needless to say
“Nan" will lock real nifty in lt. Tlie
lucky recipient ls a former member
, _
„
...
,
Cour'er-Oa .* ®
f°"*'
members °f whidi JtM” to e n*
gratulations.
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M. E. WOTTON & SON

Blue Bonnet Troop. Olrl Scouts,
will have a hike Saturday, the girls
to meet at the Universalist church i
at 1:30. Take snowshoes or skis.

Edward L. Curtis is confined to hls j
home with a badly broken ankle I
caused by a fall while working on a |
WPA wood chopping Job Tuesday.

WEEK-END
CLOSE-OUTS

WEAR

AU Our $1.00 and $1.25

,jijmminq Bird

Miss Margaret Nutt and Mrs. Lav/- |
rence Barbour of the Mabelle Betuty i
Shop attended the Hairdressers’ con
vention in Boston last week.

80 SQUARE PERCALE

FULL FASHIONED HOSItRY

DRESSES

for

77c each

SPORTS—

The Central Maine Power Co.
sponsors an electric cooking school]
this afternoon at 2 o'clock at the Uni-1
versalist vestry, conducted by Miss
Carrie J. Williams. All food will be |
given away.

FLOOR COVERING
Congoieums by the yard, aU first

quality and latest patterns
59c quality, per square yard—

AFTERNOON TEAS -

SKI SUITS

No matter what the hour

your appearance ia always

Thirty bankers sat down to a nice
banquet at The Thorndike Monday
night and listened to A. B. Cornell, |
manager of the Boston Branch of
Standard Statistics as guest speaker. |
The meeting was that of the Knox I
and Lincoln Clearing House As
sociation.

45c

AU Our Remaining

EVENING OCCASIONS

enhanced when you wear

at cost or less

HEAVIEST GRADE

69c Value for—

Humming Bird Hosiery.

$1.00 MEROUE
Chiffons and Service Weights.

Added

reinforcements for

extra strength and longer wear.

Ruth Mayhew Tent, met for sew-1
ing Monday afternoon. Circle supper
was in charge of Mrs AUie Blackington and Mrs. Susie Karl. Capt. H. I
R. Huntley and Col. I. Leslie Cross
were special supper guests. Beano
was played before the business ses
sion presided over by Mrs. Stella Mc
Rae. president. The new shoulder,
ribbons worn by the officers and
made by Mrs May Cross were much
admired. The treasurer's annual report showed the year ending In good
financial standing.
The mystery_________
package
was_won by Mrs. Mary
Brewster. For the meeting of Feb.

55c

UNION SUITS
I hand tailored garments)
Size 36 only
To Close—

Humming Birds are

One Lot 9x12 Feet

RUGS

39c

$9.50 Value

Moderately Priced

$6.95

A Regular 59c Value
SILK AND WOOL

89c and $1.00

VESTS, BLOOMERS

One Lot 9x12 Feet

39c each

umminc

Bird

f 1)11. FASI1IONI I) Itosi! kY

BALBRIGGAN

PAJAMAS

RUGS
$7.95 Value

$5.95

In All Colors and Sizes
$1.00 Goods

These are all perfect and first
17 Mrs Carrie House and Mrs. Mina
ALSO OCR FAMOUS
King will have charge of circle sup
quality, made by Congoleum. Arm
per. The birthdays of members faUstrong and Beat Manufacturers.
ing in Peb will be observed at this
public beano party to be held Tues
day at 7 30 at Orand Army hall, ic
_____________
with Mrs May Cross and Mrs LizThe next meeting will be Peb. 18
Rockland High ls to be well repre zie French in charge.
The regular Masonic Assembly will with
Delilah Cunningham ln
sented
at the Interscolastic Winter
ALL GOOD BOUTS
be held ln Temple hall tonight. It charge of the afternoon card party,
Carnival which is to be held Satur
had been previously planned to hold
EAST WALDOBORO
No Quitters and No Stallers
It eUewhere.
Dr Marlan Bradshaw of the Ban day at Rumford. Six of the boys who
turned in the best performances in
In Tomorrow Night’s Big
Mrs Harry McIntire and Roy Sim
gor Theological Seminary wUl be
last Saturday's meet have been
The directors of the Knox County
speaker at the Congregational church chosen by Coach Durrell and Princi mons were in Rockland Saturday and
Boxing Show
Fish and Oame Association are to
also called on Mrs. Esther Wheeler at
Feb. 19, following the men's circle
pal Blaisdell. The boys are Charles
have a supper meeting at Knox Hotel,
,
supper. Dr. Bradshaw, who gave a Toner, Sanford Delano. Sam Olover, Thomaston.
Mr. Public, serving in the role of
Thomaston, at 6.30 tonight.
Gecrge Benner ar.d Mr. and Mrs. matchmaker, has provided tomorrow
remarkable lecture in this church Robert Chandler. Charles Merritt and
NEW LOT OF “MONOPOLY” JUST RECEIVED. $1.00
The auxiliary to the Veterans of last year, will have as his subject Ralph Rawley. The team will leave J. M Mank were Rcckland visitois night's boxing bill at the Rockland ;
Foreign Wars Sewing Circle meet^( this time “Behind the Walls of Friday night and return Saturday Monday.
Athletic Club and it has all the ear- I
Miss Dorothy Muir was weekend
Friday at 2 at K P hall. Business China" and the lecture will be illus- I night. As this meet is open to boys
guest
of
friends
in
Oreene.
marks
of a goed show.
9
meeting will be at 730 All members j traU>d A man 01 brilliant mind and only, the girls' winter sports learn
Mrs. Emily Jameson in a fall las:
The bain bout will be staged fcy
please attend as this is an important a world-wide traveller. Dr. Bradshaw will not be able to enter.
meeting.
I 13 in Position to present a significant
Thursday dislocated her hip.
Ponzi Cochran of Rockland and a
_____
' picture of China's problems of today.
Leroy Jameson of Woolwich was 3Ung Jack of Augusta. There'll be
..
3
A beano party for the benefit of guest Sunday of his mother
O. A. Lawrence was a recent* guest 1
_____
H. B Bovey and C. L. Bowers were 110 Stalllng ln lhl* tealUre attrBCllon' ’
at Jack Dempsey's Restaurant, corAlbert T. Orant. Ralph Clark. John St- Bernard's Church wUl be held at
JIX
h-cause Ponzi doesn't belong to the
ner of Eighth Avenue at 50th street. , Post, Selim Ruohomaa, Walter E. Knights of Columbus hall Friday at visiting Friday in Rockland
Mrs. Gilmore Noyes and Willard :alUng class, and Young Jack has a
New York. And Olenn's friends are staples. W. F. Cushman, Robert Sad- j 8 p. m. The door prize, which will
wondering if he obtained any point ler. Frank Seavey. Forrest K. Hatch, be awarded on the attendance tickets Noyes of Jefferson were recent callers reputation at stake
at L. L. Mank's
Frisco Dix. who is coming across
ers from the ex-champ.
M C. Drinkwater. Levi Mank. W. C. will be a 1936 radio embodying all the
Mrs
Clara
Spear
of
West
Warren
ffom Augusta to meet Arthur
Among its
Mooers, Frederick U. Waltz, Frank M. latest improvements.
visited
Friday
at
the
home
of
Mrs.
AuByron
of • the Kickapoo. has had
features
is
the
two-band
reception
The famous Dionne Quintuplets: Sherer, J N. Southard. R. S. Sherplenty of soft snaps in his day, but
will be seen in their newest featurette! nian. Lewis R Hastings. Oeorge C. which pulls in the regular long and i gusta Bowers.
tills fight will not be one of them, as
* Oolng On Two. Friday and Satur- ' Simmons. William Richards. Elmer short wave broadcasts, besides, police.! Mrs. Geneva Eugley of North Walcay. This will be shown on the samej Pinkham and Charles M. Lawry were alrplane and beacon signals. Beano dobero was guest Friday and Satur- all who have seen Byron in action
will readily agree.
program with Otnger Rogers and ; named as special policemen at Mon- prizes are designed for men and day of her sister Mrs. Bernys JameCharlie Manta of Owl's Head, who
women,
for
practical
and
ornamental
]
son.
Oeorge Brent in “In Person."
day night's meeting of the City Oovmeets
Ralph Morgan of Augusta, has
use. Novelty and unusualness are , Mr. and Mrs Josiah Jameson were
-------| eminent.
been
given
thc nickname of Pop Eye,
installed
associate
patron
and
ma

planned to make this party distinc
Ensign Otis has been appointed re
but if he fights as well as he has
tron.
respectively
at
the
recent
East

tive.
The
men
in
charge
will
be
ceiver of the firm of Fuller-Cobb, i Elise Allen Comer School of tne
teen lighting he will not need the
Inc . by Supreme Court Justice Harry Dance, member of Dancing Masters cf Arthur Doherty. Ben Dowling. ern Star installation.
pinach *that is so necessary to Pop
Thomas
Chisholm,
and
Timothy
!
Manser. This action followed a bill America, open for spring term enroll
Eye
the Sailor Man.
MARRIED
ir. equity filed against the corporation ment; 22 Brewster street. Tel. 670. O'Donnell. The young ladies on the
The most outstanding showing of Curtains wc have ever had, beautifully
Vino
Johnson meets thc Smiling
committee are Ione Lorraine. Sylvia j NBLSW-OATH-At
by Albert S. Peterson, who is its Rockland. Maine.
16'f
Kid of Augusta, and he has been m
displayed in our enlarged curtain department.
Nelaon and Ulna Ingrid Oath, both of
Webster. Lorraine Bernier. Josephine
president and majority stockholder.
South Hope.
tarp training for the encounters.
Pelllcane.
Catherine
Delano.
Barbara
BLAISDELL-DEANE—At Camden, Feb 5. v- ntHt-k's-inz for Vino this trin
n i Auxiliary to the Veterans of For
by Rev w. F Brown. Percy w Blais- *'
ior vino inis trip,
The Bath Iron Works is to launch eign
_ Wars will have a public supper Murray, Rose Magita. Virginia Tyler,
dell, of Rockland, and Inez Elizabeth
••QUALITY WITHOUT THE PENALTY OF HIGH PRICE”
another destroyer March 23. And oH Saturday at K. P. hall. 5 to 7. 16-17 and Ethel Hayes.
Deane, of Camden.
Do
you
like
smart
looking
station

SFRAOUE-WELT—At Rockport Peb 1.
course this means that another speed"
by Rev. Forrest F Fowle. Erwin F ery? Of course you do. and you
Bprague of Belfast, and Miss Dorothv
record will soon go to the credit o»j
would be delighted with Rytex QreyE Welt, of Rockport
the American Navy. The Iron Works'
I tone and the special price at which
Lew production is known as the Dray^i
DIED
| it is offered during February and
MERRY
—
At
Thomaaton.
Peb ’mont™.^ March= 100 sin8>e sheets and 50 «*"ton, named for Commodore Percivaf
I Merry, aged to yeara^l
Drayton.
days. Funeral Bunday at 1:30 o'clock j velopes, or. 59 double sheets and 59
from daughter's residence. 18 Wads,
worth street, Thomaston
envelopes at $1.00 a box. postage 10
The funeral services for Miss Caro
------------------: cents extra; regularly $1.50. This
line Erskine, conducted by Rev. J.'*
I wish
™*ES£re thanks >Pecial Pnce incIudes >our name and
Charles MacDonald of the First Bap
and deep appreciation to all my friends address or monegram in a choice of
^d0rc;roT^^^b^\hdt*oymiSk8,f.n mks and papers. The Courier-Oatist Church brought into sorrowful!
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
assemblage many friends cf this old
no~« “at «her‘ettae^edBurtngThe,p‘.^ zette wU1 be 8lad t0 show -vou samPles
Rockland family. Beautiful flowers
! year.
cf this attractive stationery.
We are cleaning out our large warehouse pre
Novelty Nets, 36 in. wide, 2*4 yards long. Special........................................ 69
Evelyn Lufkin
elso served to tell the story of the
Fairfield.
Feb.
4
paratory
to
change
of
location
within
the
next
ten
cc-mmunity's sympathy. The bearer^
Nets with adjustable tops, 2’/4 yds. long in six different patterns ........ $1.00
days. Everything will be sold regardless of cost
vere Gilford B. Butler, J. Fred
rather than move this large stock of heavy Merchan
Knight, William W Spear and Joseph^
There is also a large assortment of nets ranging in price from 1.49 to 2.98
Robinson.
Burial was in Achom
dise. Come in QUICK while the assortment is large.
Cottage Sets of dotted marquisette with 5 in. ruffle, orchid, green, gold 1.00
cemetery.
This is your opportunity to save money on a large

“Queen Quality” (iron wear Hose), pair 69c

77c each

Senter Crane Gemrapang

CURTAINS

NETS, ETC.

STOVER’S BIG

COTTAGE SETS

REMOVAL SHE

Closing out $595 lounging robes at
$395: new numbers added this week
to the p:pular bargain rack. Alfred! ;
Perry, 7 Limerock street—adv.
lt
Cooked Food Sale at Senter CraneV
Saturday at 2 p. m., benefit Ooldcji
Rod Chapter, O.ES
15-16
Fruit Salad led Cream, in a one
pine Decorated Cake, appropriately
decorated for that valentine party,
priced at 35c. Your nearby ice cream
dealer has them.
14-15

RADIO SETS ADJUSTED,
Repaired, and Custom Bet Building
by expert engineer

CROCKETTS GARAGE

Rockport. Phone 2380-Catnden member
National Radio Inatltute,
,
Washington, D. C.

7-21-tf

/

scale. If you have a few dollars left in the till you
will find their value will greatly increase if you take
advantage of this opportunity to stock up on Grains,
Flours, Feeds, Sugars, Poultry nnd Dairy Rations,
Paints, Groceries, Poultry and Dairy Equipment, etc.
Bank Dividends are payable this week, but dig out
your old stocking anyway and buy today.
Nothing reserved; first come, first served.

STOVER'S
86 PARK STREET

PHONE 1200

P. S. This is the old fule general store. Carload
lots are distributed direct to the consumer with one
small profit. The working man’s friend. The home
of ‘'MORE FOR LESS.” Free prizes weekly. Free
deliveries.
16-17

RUFFLED CURTAINS

BURPEE’S
Funeral Service

Cottage Sets with baby ruffle in gold, green, blue and rose ..................... 1.00

AND

Ruffled Curtains of dotted marquisette with 3'/2 in. ruffle in cream
and white. Special at ............................................................................................ L00

Funeral Parlors
Established 1840

As we pass through the door
that leads InV) a new year, we
take stock of our accomplish
ments during the past year
and renew our resolve to live
up to the opportunities pre
sented by our responsibilities.
Our policy is and always will
be to give the kind of service
that we ourselves would expect
If we were placed in a similar
position. Our aim will be to
constantly Improve on our pre
vious best efforts.

Licensed Embalmers and
Attendants
John O. Stevens,
Alden Ulmer
Emily W. Stevens, Arthur Andrews

Day or Night Telephone

’

450

Representatives in all large cities
in the United States and Canada

Stf

Special at ...................................... 1.00

Just received a new lot of Direct and Semi-Direct Floor and Table Lamps.

450
Ml MALT 8T.

ROCKLAND

Pongee Curtains, tailored and ruffled.

AMBULANCE

Russell Funeral Home
TEL. 682

Voile Bath Room Curtains with 4 in. ruffle in blue with white trim
ming, white with black trimming, and green with black trimming........ 1.C0

Service is Instantly available.
Experienced attendant* on duty.

Day and Night Telephone

9 CLAREMONT ST.,

Ruffled Marquisette Curtains in orchid with black picot edge and gold
with brown picot edge, 6 inch ruffle ............................................................ LOO

ROCKLAND, ME.

»-«

SENTER CRANE COMPANYi

I would marry Trim he-would ’lorget that—"
She bit her Up and stopped.
Young drew a hand slowly along
one thigh. It wan a gesture al
most of satisfaction and he uodded
slowly.
“That checks with the guess I’ve
had ... as to the sort of bird he
really Is.
“When you wouldn't agree to
that?"
The girl gave a shuddering shrug.
"You saw a part of It. lie
seemed to go Insane and then I
realized that all along, for months,
perhaps for years, lie's been . . .
well, thinking things about me.
“Where were you, anyhow, that
you saw?"
“Up above. At the head of the
rapid. I was Just going to—”
“But you didn't carry? Why."—
startled—"you mean you ran Pead
Bear?"
"If that's what you call the rapid.

FLAME
IN THE
FOREST,

HAROLD TITUS
wnu

Kerry

THE STCRY

II —Snow,

seft-vict.

sat down,

looking

hard

at

her.

CHAPTER I.—Kerry Younr. a 1»<1
of seven, is prepared to tlee the
burning lumber camp of his benefac
tor. Jack Snow, who took the young
er* r t<» li\* with him at the death
of K• r. Tod West has in
structed Kerry to come with a file
containing the camp’s funds should
it be endangered. Flames attack the
office, and Kerry, hugging the pre
cious file, and Tod race to town. Tod
acts queerly. At the bank the file
Is found empty and Kerry is blamed
with tak ng the wrong one.
CHAPTER

Every -Other-Daf
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hit

head

quarters and money gone. Is ruined
and soon thereafter dies, leaving
Kerry to the Poor Commissioner.
Kerry suspects Tod and swears to
even the score.

CHAPTER IT! —In a St. Taul office
X< try, t»O3> In nia’.lmod. and an ex
pert woodsman, leorns of the where.about* of West. Kerry rescues a
lovely ylrl from a scoundrel, who
proves O he West. Tod threatens to
pauperize the girl. Nan Downer. She
thar.ks Kerry snd tells him of the
robbery, and murder of her father
and of Tod's advances. She is oper
ating a lumber tract which her fa
ther had purchased from West.

CHAPTER IIL CONTINUED

Frantically, then, the retriever
nosed the packs, shoving bis muz
zle deep into them, and came up
with the track line in his teeth.
Over he went into the shallow
water and backing, scrooching
down, waggling his tail, growling,
be dragged the canoe afioat Then,
in deeper water, he swam rapidly
up and across the current, head
belli sideways by the tug of the line
In bis Jaws.
“That's a smart dog," the girl
said. Her voice was even, as
though nothing unusual had hap
pened.
"Smart.” echoed Young, and
looked down at her. Her face was
averted and a flush stained her
cheeks.
"Whatever a girl says to a stran
ger who has helped her out of a
situation that’s at once uncomfor
table and, perhaps, dangerous . . .
whatever is to be said, I should say
to you." She was fighting desper
ately for self-control. “I . . . I'm
very grateful. Is there more to be
said?"
"That wasn't necessary," he re
plied. "Not even that. ... It was'
quite a privilege to throw Tod West
Into the river."
He reached out to take the line
from Tip. "Good dog," be inuttered. "Go ashore and shake.”
The girl bad turned toward him.
“You know Tod West?"
"A long time ago I thought I
did. And for a good many years
I've wondered how well anyone In
that country knew him. But just
on suspicion. It was good to upset
lilm. I believe.” he added, "that
he ruined the best friend I shall
ever have."
“So I’m not the first! After all
that lie's seemed to be with 11s, lie
has a past, lias he? . . . And a fu
ture too, perhaps,”—bitterly.
“I took It, from Ills parting shot,
that he had some deviltry afoot."
"Deviltry!"—In an angered whis
per.
"Was It Just hecnnsp 1 happened
along and took a lmnd that lie's
going to make you a pauper?"
She shook her head. “No. That
was settled before you came. It
was after I wouldn't . . . wouldn't
barter myself to save my property
that he seemed to lose his head;
that lie became quite something
else from what we've always
thought him to be."
ujl'he boat grated an sand and

“I have a particular and peculiar
Interest in this bird. A man doesn't I
change, you know; if lie’s a ras
cal today, he was yesterday; If lie
is today, he will be tomorrow.”
"Do you mind telling a stranger
what this West's game is? I don't
want to pry, but—”
“You're not prying. It Is little
enough for me to tell you. I'm In
your debt, you know . . . Yours and
Toil West's!"
She stretched one pac-clad foot
so the warm sun could dry It better
and appeared to ponder on where
to begin.
“It's better to give yon the whole
picture, I suppose. I’m Nan Dow
ner. I came into this country four
years ago with my father. Maybe
you've heard of him? Cash Dow
ner? No?” She sighed.
“Well, we bought on contract
West's mill below here and the big
tract of mixed timber to the north
of the river. My father had a new
Idea in the utilization of forest re
sources. He had felt for a long
time that the things we'd consid
ered by-product of such properties
were, perhaps, almost as big money
makers as the timber Itself, han
dled rightly. I mean, recreational
facilites.
“This Is probably the best big
tract of the northern hardwoods
that Is left. There's fish and game
In abundance. My father laid a
very careful plan to Interest a
group of wealthy men In buying lo
cations up here for their hunting
and fishing clubs. They were to
own their various parcels but were'
to give up the privilege of selec
tively logging on their descriptions
over a long period.
“But to show these prospects
what would he left after we'd done
this selective cutting necessitated
considerable of an operation with
higher costs, In the beginning, and.
a reduced Income. In other words,
our project was a slow starter and
we didn't have sufficient capital to
be very safe.
“We kept the mill running,
though, did our cutting In several
types of stands and last year were
Just getting ready to show some
prospects what we had to offer.
"My father had sunk all the cash
he had In the down payment. It
was hard work getting the annual
payments together but he had man
aged It. Last November another
payment was due and we were go
ing to he able to meet It. Then,
one November night, m.v father was
killed and the money he was bring
ing out to pay to Tod West was
stolen.”
"Murdered, you mean?"
“Murdered," she said lowly and
paused. “That, of course, put the
undertaking in a bad way. Just
n»w it's very difficult to refinance
a timber operation of any sort;
also it's hard to find men with
money to spend on their expensive
toys, which I* what these camps
will amount Io, If mid when the
plan develops. Tod West seemed
very sympathetic, though, and told
me to take m.v time and that he
i wouldn't see me lose.
“But Hit' 7-nimer he commenced
to hint uni? Mien to ask and tlien to
crowd. Ii» lias other timber.
has had to stop a big pulp opera
tion h<‘low because of the market.
He needs money. I ac. doing my
best to Interest prospects and get
the cash together to pay him but
so far 1 haven't had much luck. , . .
"And then today he followed me
up here and said . . , said that if

-« X
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AT THE STRAND FRIDAY-SATURDAY

AT THE PARK FRIDAY-SATURDAY

Mrs. Alton Levensaler and two
children have returned from a
visit in New York.
Guy I. Waltz attended the funeral
services of his brother. Ernest, in
Amesbury. Mass

Mrs. Priscilla Creamer and Mrs.
I Charles Robertson have returned
from a visit in Boston.
Mr and Mrs J. N. Miller were
Portland visitors recently.
Mrs. Roy Plaistead of Nobleboro is .
a patient at Mrs Verna Llttle’r
j Nursing Home
Carroll T. Cooney of Brooklyn. N. !
Y. passed the week end with his
son who Is ill at the Sampson Home1 stead.
George Kuhn is with his mother,
Mrs Bessie Kuhn during a short re! cess from his studies at Brown

University. Providence
■ William Johnson has returred
_____ _____________________ ____
________
1 from Knox Hospital, Rockland.
1 where he has been a surgical patient.
The amusing climax of “In Person" has Ginger Rogers and George Brent
Slx[een Llons attended the blpartiripate in a coniie wedding, Spencer Charters and I-ouis Mason acting as uwkl>. me€ting Wednesday at Stahl's;
justice of (he peace and town constable, respectively.—adv.
Tavern William G. Reed gave an
—
Interesting -talk on his trip to
Making her bow as a solo star in being. The manner in which Miss Jamaica and Miss Anne Ashworth
the role of an exasperatlngly vain Rogers arouses Brent's ardent inter- | showed pictures illustrating the talk
screen star. Ginger has. eppesite her est causes a number of amusing com- °n her picture machine. New memIn the male lead, a forthright young plications. Drawn from a story by
have been added to tlie organlman who takes It upon himself to Samuel Hopkins Adams, writer of "It nation and a contest for attendance
turn her into an humblerhuman Happened One Night."—adv.
Is being conducted
The procession of 160 High School
II()( k.’l'()PT
Their acting brought forth peals ol students with their books marching
l\V?Vl\rv>l\ ■
laughter.
10 lhe ne* building attracted much
Mtas Thai ice Spear, who recenly
Others taking part were Helena Up- attention
Flags were displayed
was graduated from Burdett Business ham. as a beautician; Dorothy Burns, along the line of march and the 1
Schosl. Boston, is now employed at ar> aviatrix Elizabeth Lane, directress Paul Revere bell was rung.
the Cambndgeport iMas3.) Savings of an orphans'home; Clayton Smith,
Mrs. W H Crowell will entertain j
Bank Miss Spear attained high rack a detective; Dorothy Toltnan. a girl the Baptist Missionary Society Fri- 1
during the entire course of study who did Just what mama told her to; day afternoon.
She is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Donald Welt, a music publisher.
Norman N. Halpinc of Portland
“You Ran That Water to Help Ma,
L. True Spear. Main street.
A tap dtnee by Barbara Richard was recently re-elected president of 1
a Stranger?"
Thirteen members were present at son. and trombone solo by Vcre the Telephone Workers Credit Union
I did.” He laughed at the aston the meeting of the Trytohelp Club Crockett were specialty features 0( Maine for the 13th term at the
ishment in her eyes.
Monday night at the Baptist parson which were greatly enjoyed
I 16th annual meeting in that city. ’
"You ran that water to help me. age and the time was pleasantly ar.u
Mr. Halpine passed much time here
a stranger?"
! years ago as guest of his aunt. >he
profitably spent Plans were outlined
Sprague-Well
His laughter rose higher.
for a musical play to be staged this Miss Dorothy E Welt, daughter of late Mrs Eugenia M Waltz.
"I'd have swum it to help any
Mi. and Mrs. Leander Welt, Spear
month
body if I’d known Tod West was
Raymond Perkins, instructor at street, and Erwin F Sprague, son ol
4-11 Club Entertains
the party making trouble?"
"Then you must have known him Erskine Academy South China, -va Mr. and Mrs Everard Sprague of BelAt the meeting of the Woman’s
far better than most people here weekend guest of Mr ad Mrs. Irvin last, were united in marriage SaturClub Tuesday afternoon members
do."
Cain.
day evening at the Methodist parson- were entertained by the 4-H Club
"Quite a figure. Is he?"
Mrs Sydney P Sncw was a merfihi Me Rev Fomst F Fowle offleiating. girls and their leader. Mrs Oelia
She considered. "A ... a king,
of
the committee which served, a
The couple was attended by the Oldis. The meeting was conducted
in this country! He owns most of
It. Most of the people In It are de cove red duh supper Tuesday night at bride's sister and brother-in-law. Mr. by President. Johnna Redman and
pendent on him. in one way or an the Rockland Congregational vestry fud
Henry Baldwin They will the business carried on in a manner
other. He isn't a man to take The supoer was followed by an enter- reside in Bellas. a here the groom is |
j,ave reflected credit on 1
lightly.”
tainment.
employed in a shoe factory
The
much older organization. Allreda
"Then I sure am glad it was the
Miss Marion Upham resumed her Ll 'rie is a &raduate of Rockport High gjy, gave a holder demonstration in
Mad Woman I pickeil nut this sum
duties
at Manns Oarage MondaV Scho°' class of 1935.
an able manner. Helen Oldis and (
mer!"
1 Rhoda Hiltoi) receited and the girls'
The girl eyed him curiously.
after two weeks' vacation.
“You're Just going through, then?
FRIENDSHIP
i joined in singing with Mrs Oldis at
Mr. and Mrs. Mavnard C Ingraham
Your objective wasn't near her*-?”
I the piano.
“I had no objective when I put and Mr and Mrs. E E Ingraham mo- , Mrs charlfs ~~er <h<> has
The play "Making Over Sadie" was
of
young
in. Now*. I have. . . . I've a ques tored to Fairfield Sunday to visit Miss I
presented with Rhoda Hilton as
tion I want answered. When I've Arltne Ingraham They were d.nne.
has returne(1 to Thomaston
done that, then perhaps I can go guests cf Mr and Mrs. B. Haro.d I
stonn
cQn_ ; Sadie. Shirley Bunies as Aunt
Elizabeth. Johnna Redman as Phyl
on.”
Cates at East Vassalboro
siderable damage here.
Several lis. Helen Oldis as Madam Louise
"If you're going to stay on here.”
As|
The Kr.ox County Ministerial
wharves on Davis Point and Martins and Isabelle Kaler as June. The
she said, "we'd he glad to put you
’he j
Point were washed away, also a piaz parts were exceptionally well taken
up. We have accommodations for j socipticn will meet Monday at
fishermen, you know. It's pari of Baptist Church Dinner under 'he 1 za from one of Dr Flood's cottage and the young actresses given much
our Job. That's why I’m here, now. [direction of the Trytchilp Club Fill A dory owned by Harry Burns was
applause.
Two of our prospects are fishing be served at noon
badly battered.
At the close of the program Mrs.
the beaver pond up the creek.”—
Mr and Mrs. Leland Hawkins were
A Valentine party will be heW Feb Esther Shorcy, president of the
nodding toward a small tributary
which debouched above them. "That among those fho attended the din- 14 at the Methodist Church under I Woman s Club presented the girls
ner at Wadsworth Inn. Camden. ST.- auspices ol the Ladies Aid. A small J with * gift of money t0 whlch Muis why I happened to be here.”
"Nice of you. But I've my tent urday night complimenting Joseph H fee will adihit to games and enter- Redman, president of the Sunny Side
Shingles and windows bother me.” Ccuhig who has ccmpleted his 20!h tainment; refreshments will be Up 4-H Club responded The girls
“The latch string will he out. year with the Prudential Insurance served. On the committee will be: .served cocoa and cake. Mrs. Oladys
though. I . . . Please believe that Co.
Mrs. Hattie Lawry. Mrs. Sue Wotton. Grant was hostess, assisted by Mrs.
I'm truly thankful for all you've
Miss
Virginia
Brown
returned
home
!
Mrs
Lillian Burns. Miss Dorothy Ida Stahl and Mrs Neva Redman.
done."
Sunday from Camden Community ' Burns. Mrs. Agnes Winchenpaw. Miss The meeting of next week in observ
Hospital
Betty Winchenpaw, and Mrs. Mar- ance of Lincoln's Birthday will be
■ TO BF. CONTINUED!
Mrs Ralph Blakley is able to b? out 1 Jory Winchenpaw.
gin at 2 o'clock.
after her recent illness
Cards hav« be*n received from Mr
GLENMERL
The Nitsumso'um Club and their and Mrs Sherman Jameson who are 1
TREMONT
husband- met Monday night with Mr. enjoying a sunny winter In St
Harold Hupper was recently en
and Mrs Walter Carroll. High score Petersburg.
gaged in delivering ice for Rodney
Roy Sweeney of Waltham Mass
The Farm Bureau meets tomorrow
in bridge went to Douglas Bisbee ar.d
I Simmons.
Mrs Frederick Richards, low score to at the honw of Mrs Ralph Wlnchen- *'as ln t0*’n recenUy 35 guest of Mrs
Lawrence McLellan, who called on
paw for an all-day session. A square Sweeney's parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Mr and Mr, Clyde Spear.
his sister Monday, found her some
Mrs. Leland Hawkins spent Sunday nteal for health will be served at Jacob Kelley. He also called on his
what improved in health.
with her mother. Mrs Daisy Hawkins, noon with Mrs Hattie Lawry and daughter Miss Shirley Sweeney who
Victor Johnson who was recently a at Searsport
Mrs Ruth Prior on the dinner com is a teacher In the Southwest Harbor
High School. Mr Sweeney was called
patient at Knox Hospital as result of
Stated meeting of Harbor Light mittee.
J a broken leg. has returned home.
Mr and Mrs. MjTon Mank and to Ellsworth by the death of his
Chapter O.ES was held Tuesday
Orris Hupper is delivering wood for night with the new officers in the daughter, Lucille, of Rockland were brother Robert P. Sweeney.
The Pythian Sisters held their in
Earl Davis of Port Clyde.
chairs. P M. Alice Marston, as Ei- cta recent guesLs of Mrs. Mank's parents
stallation Tuesday night at West Tre
Mr
and
Mrs.
Albion
Wotton
and
Mrs.
Linthel
Lane
as
organist
L. H. Seavey who was recently asClayton Oliver and Mr. and Mrs. mont.*
, sisted by his friends in procuring his were installed by P. M. Lucy Steven
Mr. and Mrs. John Latty enter
Ira
Oliver of Thomaston passed the
Plans
were
outlined
for
a
busy
son.
[ firewood supply, is grateful for the
year starting with an attendance weekend at their home here. Mr. tained at cards Saturday night, their
kindness.
guests being Mr and Mrs. Charles
Mrs. Mildred Pierson was a day contest, the teams to be captained bv Oliver is somewhat improved from Harding. Mrs Helen Murphy. Mr. ar.d
his recent illness.
Mrs
Marston
and
Mrs.
Hattie
Spear.
visitor recently at the home of Maude
Walter Wotton sustained a broken Mrs. Clarence Smith. Mr. and Mrs.
The annual birthday party will be ob
McLellan.
hip
Tuesday from a fall on the ice. Ralph Benson, Shirley Kelley. Mr.
served at its next meeting. Feb 18
Maurice Simmons Is working for
and Mrs. Ned Kelley, Mrs. Sidney
Past
matrons
and
patrons
will
fill
the
J Harold Hupper.
Wallace. Mrs. Henfry Sawyer, Mrs.
stations and Naomi. Beach and Orient
UNION
Mr. Kallio is engaged in hauling Chapters will be special guests.
Joseph Kelley, Mr. and Mrs. Jacob
Mr. and Mrs. Alexander Fuller are
wood for Herbert Pierson from his kit
The Townsend Club held Its weekly on a ten days' visit with relatives in Kelley. Mr. and Mrs. W H Kittredge
In this place.
Mr. and Mrs Alvin Walls. Mr. and
meeting Monday at Town Hall. Be Boston.
Mrs. E. B. Reed. Mrs John Murphy,
Lewis Taylor who has employment ginning next Monday night the
Mr and Mrs John Connel!, Joseph
on road work at Port Clyde, has meetings will begin at 7 o'clock in Connell. Andrew Connell of Warren. Rodney Murphy and Mrs. Lurlene
moved with his family, from Thom stead of 7 30 The advisory board will Miss Doris Jones and John Connell Walls.
Rev. Perry L. Smith was the speak
aston to the Oridley house In this meet at 6.30
Jr. of Lewiston spent Sum ay at the
er at the parish house Sunday morn
community.
Epworth league Presents Play
home of Mf. and Mrs. Bliss Fuller.
ing.
The three-act comedy, “Just Pals,"
Mr. and Mrs Maurice Lindsey of
Mrs. Charles Harding will entertain
presented at Town hall Friday night Thomaston were supper guests Mon
the Ladies’ Aid at her home thus week
WEST WALDOBORO
under the auspices of the Epworth day at Fairview Farm.
with Mrs Clarence Harding assistant
i League, was successful and netted a
The Community Club will give a
Nellie Flanders of Liberty is visiting goodly sum. Each part was ably
public card party Saturday night at hostess.
The new bridge club, formed of Mrs.
at the home of Owen Winslow.
handled, showing careful training of the home of Mrs. Emma Jones. Com
Sidney
Wallace, Mrs. L. J. Norwood.
Elizabeth Hunt has been confined the coach, Mrs Orra Burns, as well mittee members are Mrs. Ida Goss,
as natural ability on the part of the Mrs. Edna McKinley and Mrs. Char Mrs. Iona Sawyer, Mrs W H. K:»to her home by illness.
tredge meet Monday nights
lotte Hawes.
James Winchcnbach visited Satu-- young performers.
The
feminine
lead
was
played
by
day at the home of Charles Oe-.-le.
F.astem Star Installation
Miss Lois Burns who capably enacted
Gross Neck.
Mrs. Harold Rider of Waldoboro I the role of Patricia Stillwater, a pal
The installation of Tremont Chap
was recent guest of Mrs Elizabeth
everyone. Opposite her was Ernest USE JUMPER OIL. BUCHU, ETC. ter O.ES was held last .Thursday
CrockPtt who skilfully portrayed the
I Hunt.
Make this 25c test. If irritation wakes night. Charles Holmes was installing
up. causes burning, scanty flow, fre officer, assisted by Mary Richardson,
Mr. and Mrs. Orville Sidelinger part of Eilly Harkness, a young you
quent desire or backache, flush out the
artist. The comedy roles were fur excess acid and waste matter. Get Juni marshal. It was the first time in the
were Damariscotta visitors Friday.
per oil. buchu leaves, etc., in green tab
Misses Flossie Geroux and Lsabel nished by Miss Roberta Holbrook as lets called Buketi the bladder lex. history of Tremont Chapter that a
Works
on the bladder similar to castor worthy patron has installed the offi
Amandy,
the
maid,
who
was
a
whiz
Geroux spent (Saturday with their
oil on the bowels. After four days If
aunt Mrs. Dexter Gross at |Gro3s for proverbs and quotations; and not satisfied any druggist will refund cers. Mr. Holmes and Mrs. Richard
Fnrle Pavwin
uko the ianitnr
your 25c, druggist,
Corner Drug
tarie
rajson as
as H
Hugo
me janitor. 8beldon
C. H. Store.
Moor &Charles
Co. W. son were assisted by Lula Thurston,
Neck.

LAX THE BLADDER

Frank llagney and Ken Maynard in "Western Frontier."—adv.
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HORIZONTAL

HORIZONTAL (Cont.)

46-Wsrs of Rome with
1-That cannot be
Carthage
rectified
9-Dress with the beak 48- imperiai Service
'
Order (abbr.)
10-Fetters
12-To alt in authority 49- Fifty.two
50- Penetrate
over others
51- M>rth
14-Suffocate
52- Vell worn bv
16- Greaae
Moslem women
17- Fxdte
55-Menda
’9-Corroded
59-Type of architecture
20- (Vrl'a name
21- Oispensed In small 59- Plural of penny
60- Render Indispens
quantities
able
22- Doze
23- Meaninq
VERTICAL
79-SIck
10ne
of the Erltish
?7-A running horse
Isles
29-Devil
2- Residence (abbr.)
31-To leave out
3- Portuguess coin
(Print.)
4- Finished
33- Wild (Scot.)
5- Oireeted
34- A beverage
6- A relative (abbr.)
35- Avold
7Portion
37-A weighing device
8- lnerease
39-Beneath
9- Self esteem
41-Tear
11- Plural of seta
43-Plural of radius
12- Noxiously
45-Sorrowful

VERTICAL (Cont.)
13- To abscond (Obs.)
14- An uorlght sculp
tured slab
15- Restraints
18-The whole
24- Wait upen
25- Turkish official
27- Pertain?ng to hair
28- Girl's name
30-Over (eontr.)
22-Milk (Lat.)
34-Fnglish essayist
36- °art of a tree
37- Scout (Prov. Eng.)
3»-A building
40-A nymoh presiding
over fountains
(Class Myth.)
42-lnterest (abbr.)
44-River in 8. E.
France
46- Quiet
47-Crawled
53- Holy Roman
Empire (abbr.)
54- Micsh (abbr.)
56- A vegetable
57- An insect

(Solution to previous puale)

organist; Susie Reed, chaplain and,
Lester Lunt and Elfreda Thurston
P A G A N
Officers installed were: Rena
r E B
H U ’J
Thurston, worthy matron; Charles
T E E M
P A R T
Holmes, worthy patron; Sadie Bar
D E A N
C A R E
bour, associate matron; Eugene Reed
B A R E 5 T
R E S T E D
associate patron; Emily Howe con
T A M E D
S r E
O N E.
ductress; Annie Ingals. associate con
E
p A S
w
M A D
ductress; Wilda Gott, secretary; Theo
R E N r S
L C T
Holmes, treasurer; Beatrice Wilson i. 5 A 1 L O
s T R E s S
nT R 1 M
A 1 D s
chaplain; Lula Thurston, organist;
E T T C
C R A S
Leila Wallace. Adah; Florence Stan- !
A N A
R E E
ley, Ruth; Mary Vansaw. Esther: •
s T E £1 D
Susie Reed. Martha; Helen Murphy.!
Electa; Letha Nice, warder; and .
Charles Gott, sentinel.
1 Reed and Fay Kelley and Elfreda
Mr. Holmes. Mrs Richardson. Mrs.
«»..■>., -pnurston
Reed and Mrs. Thurs'.on received gifis
to which responses were graciou ly [ Why Miller tortures irom Rheumatism,
Sciatica,
Neuritis,
Muxcular
made. A short program was enjoyed. • lanirnets, Sprains and Bruises when
METHYL BALM
after which ice cream, cake and coffee
will brim: almost instant relief?
JOHNSTON'S DRUG STORE
were served. A piano duet by Mrs.
373 Main St., oppoaite Knox County
Lula Thurston and Mrs. Barbara'
Trust Co.. Rorkland
on receipt of price
Dolliver was greatly enjoyed, as were I Sent Post Paid
50 rents
vocal duets by Mr and Mrs. E. B

FLORIDA

MIAMI’S

Ideal Resort Hotel
Convenient to all points of Interest—Modern in every way.
An enjoyable view from our sjiaeious ground-floor porches,
which surround the hotel. Many rooms with private baleoniea.

Booklet
on
Application
H. II. Maae
Manager

HOTEL

June In
October

GRALYNN

Hotel
Maaelynn
Stamforu
Del. Co.
N. Y.

Corner Second Street
and First Avenue

Moderate Rates
Dining Room Service Unsurpassed
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FARM BUREAU

Page Five

“YES, THANKS, IT'S NICE TO ENJOY

ComfortableDriving this winter

Agriculture
, peclally help the girls interested in penditures." Miss Cobb will explain
—that’s why we bought our
Two woodlot improvement demon- the Style Dress Revue Contest. A the importance of keeping Home Acstrations were started by County ' plsnlc lunch will be served and games counts and of budgeting family exnew Ford V- 8 now instead
Agent Wentworth the past week on played before closing the meeting, p-rsrs
the farms of Percy Hodgdon in Wls- I This district meeting will include
Mrs. Flora Baum and Mrs. S. B.
of waiting until Spring”
casset and Tom Leighton in Sheet)- clubs from Bristol. South Bristol, A.vlward are on the dinner committee
geot
■ Walpole, New Harbor. Pemaquld and are planning a Square Meal for J
EITHER biting cold nor bad weather
• • •
>
' Beach and Round Pond.
Health.
can harm the beautiful, baked enamel
Irving Oliver of Nobleboro is using (
....
....
finish of the 1936 Ford V-8. The alert Ford
his new henhouse this winter and
“Bread Making Demonstration"
Raising and Preserving Food at'
V-8 engine snaps into action on the coldest
reports good production from his will be the subject matter of the Home is thesubject of the following
morning. But most important of all, you
pullets.
second district meeting to be held leader meetings for nextweek:
have a car with a snug, insulated, welded
Tuesday. Feb. 11. Rockport, with i
• • • •
( Feb. 15 at Nobleboro, beginning at
steel body, safety glass all around, new
Charles Hendrickson of West Aina 10:30 a m at the home of Mrs Ruth Mrs. Inez Packard and Mrs. Elizabeth !
battery and tires, smooth, sure brakes
ir one of the poultrymen in Lincoln , French, local leader Miss Lecna Gregory as leaders. This meeting is
Oountv who is going to tattoo his• Dakin
and winter lubrication.
uukiu, Foods Specialist, from the to be held at Mrs. Maude Walker's ’
chickens this year Thus work is be - Extension Service, will demonstrate home.
And for very slight additional cost, you
ing sponsored by the Northeastern *n the steps in the making of white
can have your new Ford specially equipped
Poultry Producers Council and the bread and graham bread, rolls and
South Brifi'.ol has its meeting
for extra winter driving comfort with a Ford
Maine Poultry Improvement Assocla- Swedish tea ring. Recipes for the Tuesday. Peb. 11 with Mrs. Wintie
heater, windshield defroster and a double
tion. All numbers are registered with various kinds of bread will be given Russell as leader.
windshield wiper. Moreover, by buying
the State Police. Anyone interested to all 4-H members and leaders horn
Thursday Peb. 13. Orff's Comer,
now, you can drive your new V-8 extra
ln obtaining one of these outfit* Damariscotta. Damariscot.a Mills, a: the Community House, with Mrs.
months and miles this Winter and it will
should get in touch with Prof. J. R. Waldoboro and Nobleboro, which are Amber Childs and Mrs. Irene
still he worth just as much later on as if you
Smyth, secretary of the Maine Poul- the communities to be included in Sprague in charge.
had waited until Spring to get it!
try Improvement Association. College this district.
Thursday. Peb. 13. Whitefield, at
YOUR
FORI)
DEALER
of Agriculture. Orono. All numbers
....
the Grange hall with Mrs. Hattie
furnished are registered with the U- 1 “Fox Islanders" is tlie name of tl»e Hausen and Mrs. Edith Choate as
relation and the state police
j first 4-H Club organized on Vinal- leaders.
Friday. Feb. 14. Montsweag. at Mrs.1
* * ’ ’
! haven with nine sewing girls as club
Almost 150.000 birds were tested members. The first meeting was Edith Getchell's home with Mrs
after usual low down-pay.
last year in the State for pullorm held leccntly at the home of Mrs A. Laura Evans and Mrs Madelyn Colby
ratru, buys any new Ford V-8
disease. There was only four one- A Peterson, who is local leader Hazel in charge.
passenger car or light commercial unit
under new authorized Ford finance plan of
hundredths of IT reaction, which is Roberts is her assistant. Club offiUniversal Credit Co. 6% for I 2 mos. or *i
probably the lowest of any state In: cers ate: Lots Webster, president:
TENANTS HARBOR
of 1% a month for longer periods figured
the Union.
Pauline Smith, vice-president: Edith
on total unpaid balance plus insurance.
Summer Archer has returned from [
* * * *
Roberts, secretary; Ethel Wood.
Attractive UCC terms on used cars also.
A meeting will be held. Wednesday treasurer. Virginia White, color a Boston hospital, and is able to be
When in Rotten he tare to visit
I ord Motor i ompany. SomersHie,
night Feb 12. at the City Building, nearer; Carolyn Dyer, club reporter; out. but cannot do any work for a •
and see lord 1-8 j assembled,
Rockland, of poultrymen in Knox Dorothy Young, cheer leader,
year according to physicians' advice.
imides will show yon through the
Standard atiruory groap
county H L. Richardson, poultry
....
His injuries were caused when a
plant every hoar—1) A. AI. to
ins lading hampers and
4 P. .41. — Monday, Taesday,
specialist, of the Extension Service.
Junior Sunshine 4-H of Simonton steel bar fell on him at his work, and
span tire extra.
I'harsday and I riday.
will be present. He will discuss the reorganized its 4-H Club Jan. 30 at for a long ,ieriod his condition was
New York show which has Just been the home- of Mrs C. H Annis, local critical.
ON TMa AIH—VORO SYMPHONY OR! HtSI NA, SUNOS VS V r M X S. 1 COLUMBIA NLIWORR »K*I> W ARINC. TVS.SIIAYS ON IBS. FRIDAYS ON N BI BI t'S NLIWORR » »« TO H * SI t S. T.
lield and at which Maine had an ex leader Club officers were elected
Mrs. Jennie Sheerer of Massachu- I
tensive exhibit. Mr. Richardson will with Jeannette Buzzcll, president; setts who has been passing the win- '
NOTE TO USED CAR BUYERS:
also attend a meeting in North Edge- Erma Annis. vice president; Alma ter in town. Ls guest of W E. Sheerer.
reconditioned and guaranteed—and all are backed by the
As a result of volume sales of new Ford V-8's, Authoriz.ed
comb. Tuesday, Peb. 11. and at Annis, secretary; Shirley Harriman
Mrs. Perley Miller's health being
Ford Dealer reputation for fair dealing. For exceptional
Ford Dealers offer a large and varied stock of good used cars
Sheepscot. Peb 12. for meetings of treasurer; Rachel Annis, cheer lead- somewhat improved, she is able to
value in used cars—always talk with a Ford Dealer first.
at
prices
that
will
save
you
money.
Many
of
these
cars
are
er and color bearer. The next meet attend to her library duties.
poultrymen in that county.
ing will be held Feb 19 for a lesson
Several townspeople have smelt
County Agent Wentworth, will hold | on Buttonholes for the sewing girls — houses on the river, and are having
poultry meetings thus: Friday. Peb j club Secretary. Alma Annis
good catches dally.
parents. Mr and Mrs Marino Scarci.
WASHINGTON
EGGS AND POULTRY
CUSHING
LINCOLNVILLE
14. afternoon. Biscay Community
....
Mrs. Emma Dunn has returned
Mrs Kenneth Powers has returned
hall. Damariscotta; Saturday. Peb ‘ Sunny Side Up 4-H Club of Waldo- from Portland where for ten days
The
Farm
Bureau meets Saturday
A cold, wild day was Sunday, a to her home at Little Deer Isle.
Allen Marlow, who has been con
15 afternoon. Bunker Hill Grange boro will entertain the woman's club she received treatment at the Maine Price Of Former Will Prob
afternoon
at
the Orange hall. The
continuation
of
the
frigid
spell
which
Mrs.
George
Trundy
has
been
ill
fined to his room for several weeks I
hall: Tuesday. Feb 18. afternoon. j of Waldoboro. Peb 11. There are General Hospital. Site is now at
ably Be Lower, But An
subject “Poultry" will be dscussed.
has extended day after day in this the past few days.
owing
to
a
serious
eye
ailment,
is
Bocthbay Grange hall; Wednesday. nine senior girls in this club with the home of Mrs. Alice Murphy with I
H L. Linscott is confined to his
Mr and Mrs. Charles Stanley have
Advance For Latter
slightly improved. Mr Marlow is re locality.
Fib. 19 afternoon. Aina; Thursday," Mrs. Celia Oldis. local leader. Enter- whom she has been boarding since ,
I
home
by illness.
taken
their
daughter
Gertrude
to
a
ceiving treatment from Dr EllinqThe Helpful Club surprised Mrs
Feb 30. afternoon Union ball (taming the woman's club is always leavlng Knox Hospital a few weeks
Sanford Cargill is making good reHere is a summary of the poultry wood of Rockland.
sanitarium in Bangor.
Carrie
Geyer
at
her
home
Friday
an annual event by this club, when ago. and is gradually improving in
Whitefield.
Miss Joyce Blood is recovering I covery from his recent operation at
situation.
• • • •
Misses Velma Bacford and Angell t night, the guests arriving laden with
several 4-H Club demonstrations are health
Knox Hospital.
from
her recent illness.
Basford were at home Sunday from edibles and neatly-laid plans for a
a summary of the 1935 Poultry given by the girls and refreshments
The Favorable Side
Several members of Evening Star
The
President's
Birthday
Ball
held
party
unsuspected
by
the
hostess.
A
Accounts may be obtained from served.
Camden.
Improved business conditions.
Orange
atiended Pomona Saturday at
Eastern
Star
Installation
in
the
Deer
Isle
Town
hall
under
County Ag?nt Wentworth. The aeA publx St. Valentine card part, happy -evening was passed by the
j East Union.
Relationship between feed costs and
the
chairmanship
of
Frank
MeOulre.
Naomi
Chapter.
OES
held
a
company.
Mrs.
Geyer
expressing
-oents this year showed a good in
Hatchet Mountain 4-H Club of
will be held Peb. 14 at the Granee
The grade schools closed Jan. 31
egg prices (December).
was a decided success. About 75
crease over 1934 and 1933.
Hope held its first meeting for the semi-public installation Friday night.
hall,sponsored by the Grange Tick gTatltude to those who participated
j
lor
the winter vacation.
couples
enjoyed
music
by
Lou
Keyer's
Less
stocks
of
poultry
in
storage
£tj
mfly
b?
frOffl
c;mmll
ln the delightful occasion.
A list of Pullorum Clean and pull- i year Jan. 31 at the school house. The Mrs. Angie Dodge, past matron of
Mrs. Robert Linscott and son Roborchestra
and
danced
till
a
late
hour.
than
a
year
ago
iJan.
1
Boothbav
the
installing
officer,
as

ot um free flocks in the State can be meeting was opened by Vice Presi- I
Mrs Rose Robinson is in ill health
members. Mrs. Hazel Heal, Mrs. Blue
Carl Mellne is at a Bangor hospi eri. Jr., visited last Thursday after Peed supplies for remainder ol Nickerson and Bernice Calderwood at the home of her daughter. Mrs.
obtained from the Extension Off'c-'. dent. J Wilfred Hobbs. After the sisted by Mrs Mabel Rose as marshal
| toon with Mrs. Jesse Linscott.
tal.
and
Mrs.
Margaret
Reid
as
chaplain.
I
1935-6 season appear ample.
Rockland.
regular business, officers were elected
Refreshments will be on sale and a Everett Davis. Pleasant street.
Max Button ot the John L. Goss 1 Dr Tuttie of Appleton was a busi
Music
was
furnished
by
Mrs.
Harriet
i
• • • •
William Hall, president; Robert
vaudeville program presented dur'ng
The heavy wind Sunday broke a
The Unfavorable Side
Corp., has returned to Framingham. ness visit ai Wednesday in town.
4-H Club Notes
Wright. Vice president; J. Wilfred Rawley. organist; Mrs. Mabel Wilson .
intermission.
channel
through the river ice, so that Mass.
Heavy production (December).
A public dinner under the ausp.ces
and
William
Imlach
in
vocal
duets
'
The first 4-H Club district meet- Hobbs. Secretary; Elroy Beverage,
Mrs. Clara McKinney who is ill lias now a wide expanse ot blue rolling
Larger stocks of storage eggs than
of the Lades' Guild will be held In
ing is to be held Saturday at the ' treasurer; James Wentworth, color i Orchestral selections by a Rockland
Dr Hutchins of Camden as physician. main can be seen. The rough gale
NORTH HOPF
a year ago (Jan. I).
the Masont: dining room Feb. 12 for
Alton Raynes and Leland Perry of th< benefit of the church and Sunday
Bristol Community Library. This bearer; Vinal Hardy, club reporter tri0- Pianist, cornetist and violinist,
The Jolly Dozen 4-H Club will ho,d filled tiie roads witli snow, neces
Egg receipts during December were
will be an all day meeting, beginning and Jeness Eugley. cheer leader. Mrs were enjoyed at intervals throughout the highest for the month on record a social and dance Peb. 29 at the sitating the use of the snowplow the Owl's Head and Rupert Howard of school.
j Spruce Head Island were recent
at 10:30 a. m. Miss Helen C. Spauld Bessie Hardy is the local leader.— 1 tbe evening
Winter and spring receipts are quite | Orange hall. Prospects print io a following day.
Buffet lunch was served In che
ing. State clothing specialist, from i J. Wilfred Hobbs, club secretary.
Miss Belle Orne, R N . was a busi callers at Willow Brook.
likely to continue relatively high. • tnqrry time, as an excellent program
«...
banquet hall following the cerethe Extension Service, will take up I
Charles Heal is engaged in chop
ness visitor Friday in Augusta.
More eggs were being laid per 100 is ln tbe making.
The
Sunshiney
Seven
4-H
Club
of
monies, the decorations being under
the following sewing subjects: The .
Eli Maloney went Monday to ping wood for Alvin Perry.
layers
Jan.
1
than
on
that
date
in
any
j
The
,hlrd
Winter
Carnival
has
sewing machine and its parts; 4-H ! Nobleboro served supperjan 31 at the supervision of Mrs. Nina Leach. '
Daniel Ludwig. Daniel Wentworth
of the past 11 years, except in 1932.j «*en arranged for Peb 15 at the A ir Thomaston where he is guest of his
sewing project; and dress finishes, the home of Mrs. Ruth French. The suggestive of Naomi's 41st voyage. The average number of layers report - I,ln* club room and athletic field, brother. Capt. John Maloney and and Mrs. Clara Hall were afternoon
including the making of samples of ' supper prepared by the girls consist- Several attractive boats were in ed on Jan. 1 was three per cent great- Sports of all kinds, skiing, sncw bo’ Mrs. Maloney, for an Indefinite time. 1 callers recently at the home of A I.
the various finishes which will es- ed of baked beans, egg and cabbage evidence and everyone “went sailing er than the number reported a year ‘ng. races, etc., will major in activities. ■ Mrs. Sarah F. Seavey celebrated Perry.
j salad, bread, pickles, pineapple pud- Mrs. Leach was assisted in serving I etrlier
and in the afternoon an airplane will her 80 th birthday anniversary Sat
! ding with whipped cream, and cake., by Mrs. Fannie Morris. Mrs. Nannie |
urday. Since Sept. 1 Mrs. Seavey
Dressed
poultry
receipts
were
the
bc al ,be
10 ,ake UP Passen8f:
I —Eileen French, club secretary.
Allen. Mrs. Harriet Wheeler. 'Mrs !
lightest for December in many years
an offering fcr the nigh’ session has knit two sweaters, nine pairs
• • • •
; Ethel Auld. Mrs. Belle Anderson an.i.
Stocks of storage eggs were 47 per there will be a dance with good mus e stockings and 17 pairs of mittens,
i Valentine Parties for February have Mrs. Beulah Allen.
cent more and poultry 19 per cen: The event- stocked with amu ements which represent in total a consider
been planned recently by several 4-H
An electrical display was arranged
less on Jan. 1. 1936. than on Jan. 1. for everyone, should prove highly en- able number of stitches, and bears
Clubs. They are: Aina Happy Home- by Edward Bickmore, Henry Allen
witness to her ambition and industry.
1P35.
joyable.
makers; Lincoln Girls of New Har- and Dr. Charles Leach. Mrs. Leach
Luther Wotton and Charles Sylves
Feed costs showed a slight decline |
bor; Boothbay Gainers; Rainbow read an appropriate poem to Worthy
A Simple Method that Anyone can Follow
ter,
Jr. of Friendship were callers
Medical authorities agree that your Workers of Waldoboro; Friendship Matron Mrs. Imlach containing good December to January.
Sunday at the home of B S. Geyer.
The ratio between egg prices and
kidneys contain IS MILES of tiny Sunshine Workers; and Project , wishes for the voyage ahead.
“Healthy and Sturdy"
lubes or filters which help to purify
Mr. Wotton was formerly a teacher
feed
costs
were
much
more
favorable
Pushers of Walpole.
The new officers are: Lizzie Imthe blood and keep you healthy.
in the Wing 6chool and has many
in
December.
1935.
than
in
December,
If you have trouble with too fre
* * * •
i lach. worthy matron; Harlan Bragquent bladder passages with scanty
friends in this locality. He Is now’
1934.
With The Homes
, don. worthy patron; Evelyn Morris.
amount causing burning and discom
employed
as clerk at the Soldiers'
With egg receipts much above those
fort, the 15 MILES of kidney tubes
The fascinating art of making associate matron; Clayton Hunnel Take2BAYER AspirinTabmay need flushing out. This danger
Home in Togus.
of
a
year
earlier,
market
prices
con

'• lets. Make sure you gel the
signal may be the beginning of nag beautiful rugs is being revived at well, associate patron; Margaret
n Drink a full glass of water.
ging backache, leg pains, loss of pep Damariscotta. A series of rug clas- Cant, secretary; Blanche Simmons tinue to decline. Egg prices in Feb- j
BAYER Tablets you ask for.
Repeat treatment in 2 hours.
and energy, getting up nights, swell
ruary and March will probably be;
STONINGTON
ing. puffiness under the eyes and ses are to be held at the Biscay Com- j treasurer; Mary Marriott, conducThe moment you feel a rold coming instantly; if throat is sore, crush
dizziness.
munity House. The first class is Tues tress; Aune Bragdon, associate con lewer than in the same months of j
on follow the pictured directions and stir 3 Haver Aspirin Tablets in
Miss Frances Hosmer has returned
If kidneys don’t empty 3 pints a
1935.
above.
a third of a glass of water; gurgle
day and so get rid of more than 3 day afternoon, Peb. 11 at 1:30 o'clock ductress; Margaret Reid, chaplain;
from a trip to Boston.
twice. Do not rinse mouth.
Yoiiixdoctor will approve this as
The influence on price of light re
pounds of waste, poisonous matter
Mrs. Shutt'a Twin*
Leslie A. Cannon, North New Mabel Rose, marshal; Harriet Raw-ley
'Mr. and Mrs. diaries Hasleton of
When you buy, (hough, see that
perhaps Ihc quickest, easiest way
may develop, causing serious trouble.
ceipts
of
dressed
poultry
will
continue
Mrs.
Barbara
Shutt,
141
Morse
St.,
you get quick-dissolving, real Bayer
known Io light colds and sore
Don't wait. Ask your druggist for castle. from Cannondale Pur Farms organist. Jeanette Underwood. Adah; during the first half of 1936. as fresh j Watertown, Mass., writes the following: Calais are guests of Mrs. Hasleton's
Aspirin tablets. Watch out for Ibis.
throat.
DOAN'S PILLS, which have been and maker of hooked rugs, will teach Madelyn Baum. Ruth; Mabel Wil
sister. Mrs. Robert Fifield.
used successfully by millions of peo
supplies are ordinarily low and at'
The H<ycr Aspirin taken in
what
is
good
design.
Mrs.
Julia
A.
son.
Esthe'r;
Winnie
Milne.
Martha;
Mr. and Mrs. Melvin McMahon are
ple for over 40 years. They give happy
ternally will combat a cold almost
relief and will help to flush out the Mountfort, Damariscotta, who has Gwen Dowling. Electa; Jessie Harris, that season when the principal source
receiving congratulations on their
15 MILES of kidney tubes Get been a student at the Art Institute warder; John Reid, sentinel.
of supply is the poultry stored dur
Laxative
Round Worm Expeller
recent marriage.
DOAN'S PILLS at your druggist.
ing the proceeding fall. The farm , has proved itself to be the best all round
GENUINE
and Academy of Pine Arts at Chicago
Joseph S. Eaton has been ill the
price of poultry is likely to advance j laxative and worm expeller from my
will teach color combinations and
past
week.
experience. ... I give it to all my
to mid-spring.
methods of hooking rugs.
Mrs. Mattle Spaulding of Rock
children exclusively." .. .
• • • »
Signs of Round Worms . . . Consti land is visiting her son and daugh
Mrs. Doris Buchan. Nobleboro. is
pation, deranged stomach, swollen ter-in-law at the Lobster Trap.
SOMERVILLE
upper lip, offensive breath, hard and
having an Extension Meeting at her
Stanley Shephard Is home from a
RATES:
full stomach with pains, pale face, etc.
home Wednesday afternoon. Peb. 12
successful yachting season.
Single ’2»-5» 3»»
The True Family Laxative for Children and
to Your hotel in BOSTON
Miss
Mary
’
E.
Brann
of
Newport
is
ai 1:30, Miss Lawrence, Home
Adults. Made (rum imported herbs. M id Mrs.
LoLs
Easton
who
has
been
ill.
fcub't
♦»
pleasant
to
take.
Aak
for
it
at
your
atore.
Demonstration Agent, will be present Stop In At Your Druggist Today employed by Mrs. A. R Colby.
Ls improving.
and mall it with name and address to
Snecenwlully meed to? S - - —
Jasper Crommett of China was a
Your Money Back If Not
W S. Rice. 385 Main St Adams. N. Y. to discuss "Planning the Kitchen for
500 Roo*A5
Mrs. Helen Powers and daughter
!*•«•«> wt»Uy r«t«B
You will recelveabsolutely free and no
visitor recently at the home of F A
Fully Satisfied
obligation a genuine test and full parti Convenience."
Betty
of
New
London,
Conn.,
are
Turner.
culars of his amazing Method for re
VINALIIAVKN A ROCKLAND STB'T CO.
Mrs. Buchan's house is just being
ducible Rupture control that Is bring
visitors at the home of Mrs. Powers
RADIO
Service to Vinalhaven, North Haven,
George Fuller of Palermo has been
Costs nothing to find out why Bucking a new ease, comfort and freedom built so she can plan at the very
SQinlnrtoii. Islp an Haul. Swan’s
5ERVID0R
mother.
Mrs.
Leslie
Stinson.
to thousands who have suffered for
Island and Frenrhboro
beginning for the conveniences that ley's the Alkaline Cough Mixture gives delivering legs for shingles to Colby's
years.
TUB S SHOWER
Miss Clara Hutchinson was recent
mill.
No matter how bad the rupture, how every modern woman desires. Already such quick lasting relief.
Effective Oct. 1. 1915
Recognize the fact that Buckley's is
long you have had It, or how hard to
guest
of
her
sister.
Mrs.
Virginia
Cole
Mrs. A. M. Philbrick is somewhat
Winter Service 1935-1936
hold; no matter how many kinds of in her kitchen new’ cupboards have economical it Is 3 times as powerful
at Sunset.
and effective as ordinary cough syrups improved from her recent Illness
trusses you have worn, let nothing pre
Dally Except Sunday
been
built
on
both
sides
of
her
work

--Buckley's
Is
alkalinepenetrates
air
vent you from getting this FREE TRIAL.
Mr. and Mrs. Eric Thorbjornson of
passages—soothes—heals—helps you In Mi s Helen. Regan of West Hemp (Subject to Change Without Notice)
Whether you are tall and thin, short ing surface and sink.
«’ NORTH STATION
Eastern Standard Time
stantly to get rid of germ-laden phlegm.
and stout or have a large rupture, this
Tenants
Harbor recently visited the
Rend
Up
Read Down
• • • •
Put It to the test today and find out stead, N. Y„ is visiting her.
’< $TER-/ne»,»«e TRAIN- f,er' ROOM"
marvelous Appliance will so control the
P
M
A
M
yourself why Buckley's outsells all
ruptured parts that you will be as free
W. H. Chadbourne of Auburn has 5 30 Lv. Swan's Island,
Miss Edna M. Cobb. Home Man for
Ar 6 00 latter’s parents. Mr. and Mrs. Augus
other Cough and Cold remedies ln cold
to work at any occupation as though
Ar 4 40 tus T. Bartlett.
6 30 Lv. Stonington,
agement Specialist, is to be at South wintry Canada. Get Buckley's at The
you had never been ruptured
Ar 3 30
7 30 Lv. North Haven.
Bijou, Corner Drug Store. Blalsdell'a
Test this guaranteed Method for re
Mrs. Helen Danielson has returned
Ar 2.45
8
15
Mrs.
Sadie
B.
Lv.
Vinalhaven,
Evans, late of thi.
ducible rupture without any risk. Simp Thomaston Thursday, Peb. 13 for a Pharmacy. Johnston's Drug Store; War
Lv 1 30 to Rockland after a visit with her
0 30 Ar. Rockland,
ly send for FREE TRIAL to W. 8. Rice, meeting on "Planning Family Ex ren at o. Y. Cogan, In Tbomaaton at community.
120-tX
McDonald’s.
385 Malo 8t., Adams, 14. Y.

N

25

A

MONTH

510

FLUSH OUT
15 MILES OF
KIDNEY TUBES

COLD? Do These

2 Things Instantly!

Dr.Trues Elixir

BAYER ASPIRIN

If Ruptured
Cut This Out

NOW—Test This
Famous Cough
Mixture—FREE

NO TRAFFIC OR TAXI/

Every-Other-Day
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Page Six
TELEPHONE 2010 CAMDEN
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION

J. A. BREWSTER’S

20% TO 60% OFF
OUR REGULAR PRICES

In Everybody’s Column

♦
♦

TO LET

4

Advertisements ln this column not to
exceed three lines Inserted once tor 25 u—...i
MARK DOWN CLEARANCE SALE
cents, three times for 50 cents. Addi
FURNI8HED,
second-floor
heated j
tional lines five cents each for one time
ZIPPER JACKETS
10 cents for three times. Six words apartment to let. 14 MASONIC ST
SPORT COATS
SKI AND SNOW SUITS
_________________________________ 15*17 (
,
make
a
line.
SNOW SUITS. $4.95
Slill Going On At Our Factory Retail Store
LADIES’ $10.50 SPORT COATS. $3.95
FURNISHED room to let. steam heated 1
Bath, hot and cold water. 25 Oak Street,
upstalra.
_________
15*17
New’ England Sportsmen and Boat ’
EIGHT room tenement with modern
O'er
Thee."
Shelley;
response.
"Come
WARREN
THOMASTON
conveniences Apply LAWRENCE MIL
Shows.
Unto Me." Foster.
LER 26 Rankin street. Tel 692-M 16-tf
St. Oeorge Lodge FA.M. was lnThe directors and advisory board
News has been received of the
HEATED rooms to let. on first floor
Commissioner Rodney E. Feyler
notice ta hereby given of the loss of with fireplace MRS CHESTER STEW
has returned from a business trip death of Rev. James D. Chadbourne. of the Knox County Fish and Game spected Monday night by D. D. Leroy
ART. 30 High St.. Tel 222-W
16-18
nf Rockland
deposit book numbered 4816 and the
a well-known evangelist, which oc Association meet tonight at Knox Cihatrn
to Boston.
vnauo oi ttoctuana.
owner of said book asks for duplicate In
THE J. L. CORSON house on North
Prank TV Rowe attended the meet- accordance with the Provision of the Main street to let, partly furnished
Music Sunday morning at the Bap- curred Sunday in Brighton, Mass.. Hotel, supper to be served at 6:30.
trank u. ttowe awenaea me meet- l 8tate
KNOX county trust co, FLOYD SHAW. 47 North Main street Tel.
Guests
at
the
home
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
16-tf
tist Church will include these selec- j caused by heart ailment following a
ing Monday of the Southern School- Warren Branch. CARRIE SMITH. Man 422-R
ager.
13-Th-19
FURNISHED apartment to let. Call 792.
tions: "Father. In Thy Mysterious1 severe case of influenza. Rev. Mr. Earl F Woodcock are their daughter men's League held at the Thorndike
_________________________________ 15-tf
Presence." Charles P. Scott; sextet. Chadbourne was known here and Miss Elizabeth Woodcock. Bates Hotel. Rockland. "The Assignment"
FINE modemi cottage on Georges River
College student, and her roommate. was discussed.
at Wallston. 11 acres, fine bathing, 4
Miss Margaret F. Simmons, Mrs highly esteemed.
bedrooms Price right. A C. Hocking.
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Noyes. Mrs. Miss Allison Dunlap of Harvard.
Leona W. Starrett, Mrs. Grace M
Tel 21-3______________________ 16-tf
Local women who play contract
Strcut, Mrs. Leila W Smalley, Alfred Edith Aldrich. H. E. Keyer and Mass.
DESIRABLE five-room modern house
were disappointed that the "boards"
and garage to let, 182 Broadway. Tel
Charles E. Shorey. Richard O. for Knox County for use in the
M. Strout and Raymond K Oreene, Edwin Anderson returned Tuesday
WOOD chpppcirs wanted, RAYMOND 949
14*16
15*17
"Christian, the Morn Breaks Sweetly from Boston where they attended the Elliot and Frank D. Hathorne are tournament scheduled for Tuesday- JONES. South Hetope.
SITUATED pleasantly. Good lawn and
attending the Sportsmen's Show in night did not get through in time for
MAN WANTED for Rawlelgh Routes of sun porch, modern. Ready rental apart
800 families Reliable hustler should ment 7 rooms, garage Tel. 958-J 14*16
Boston.
I
start earning *25 weekly and Increase
NICE sunny apartment. 2 rooms, bath
Playrapidly Write todav Rawlelgh, Dept and shed, water and lights, newl”
J. Warren Everett is attending the
15-17 furnished
»5 25 week readv about
Margaret Starrett. younger daugh MEB-73-S Albany. N. Y
North American Wild Life Confer
Feb 8th DELIA YORK. Ill Pleasant St
GIRL wanted, experienced ln book
ter of Ernest L. Starrett, who has
14-tf
ence in- Washington. D. C.. this week.
keeping. shorthand and typewriting,
High Quality, Low Cost
been ill for several weeks, has so with good personality and who can do
UNFURNISHED apa
Mr. Everett is foreman at the Game
general office work and take telephone corner Warren and Main streets, bath,
improved that she was able to resume orders,
etc. Do not apply unless You hot water heat, garage C. A HAMIL
Reservation in Glassboro. N. J.
At Your Grocer’s in
and V2 Ib. Packages
have these qualifications. Write "Ex TON. 29 Chestnut street. Tel. 986-J
school Monday.
Accompanied by his son. William
14-tf
perience." care of Courler-Oazette. giv
Warren Lodge I.OO.F. will observe ing references, name ot last employer
FURNISHED apartment to let. 3 or 4
T. Smith motored yesterday to Bos
and telephone number
15-17 rooms, all modern and Telephone, Inton to attend the Sportsmen's Show. Charter Members Night Friday witli
WANTED TWO MEN with cars to qulre at 57 Crescent St____________ 6-tf
birthday supper to be served after handle
established Watkins Routes. 600
MODERN tenement of 5 rooms to let.
the meeting, under the direction of or more customers assure steady In at 44 Middle Street. L. F. CHASE. Tel.
Gen. Knox Chapter Offers Prize
7-tf
come of S25 to *40 weekly. No Invest 1185-W___________________
Edwin Kendrick, noble grand, and ment required Write at once E E R.
FOUR room furnished apartment wltti
The February meeting of General
Box 367 Newark. N J
15*16 bath
to let. V. F. STUDLEY. Tel. 1154Donald Ward.
7-tf
MEN WANTED for Rawlelgh Routes 330.
Knox Chapter. DAK. was held at
Phillip Simmons, student at the of 800 families Reliable hustler should
TWO apartments of 4 and 5 rooms
the home of Mrs. Hazel Anzalone. McAllister School of Embalming ln start earning S25 weekly and lne-ras- with bath, heater, garage and garder
rapidly
Write today. RAWLEIGH. Inquire 12 Knox St. Tel 156-W
14-tf
16 it
It was voted to hold a contest in the New York city, was home over the DEPT MEB-74-3, Albany, N, Y
HOUSE of six rooms for rent, recentlj
LOADS or part loads wanted. Merrill renovated, furnished or unfurnished, st
High School, the pupil writing the weekend.
A- Robertson Express Service to Boston Spruce Head Plenty of firewood for the
Mrs. William Stevens was out and vicinity
CHAS
ROBERTSON. cutting Rent reasonable TEL ROCK
most interesting paper on local his
123*tt
Monday for the first time after be Waldoboro. Tel 28-4. special egg service LAND 793-W. after 4 p. m.
16*27
tory to receive a prize of $5 in gold

♦ LOST AND FOUND !

;
WANTED
;
■t**«**********«it

A STORE-WIDE

201
PRICE REDUCTION
APPLYING TO EVERYTHING IN OUR
GREAT STOCK!
EXTRA SPECIAL DISCOUNTS

BROWN LABEL

"SALADA'
TEA
GLENDENNING’S MARKET
FANCY FOWL.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ............ lb .33
FRESH SHOULDERS, 4 to 6 lb ave Ib .19

SMALL LEAN ROASTING PORK.. lb .22
HOME MADE SAUSAGE.. ........... lb .25

BONELESS POT ROAST, lean .... lb .19
CENTER CUT PORK CHOPS .... Ib .26

BEEF LIVER, Native.. .. .. .. .. .............. Ib .19
SWIFT’S CLOVER BACON........... lb .37
HAMBURG, (resbly ground ... 2 lbs
CHUCK ROAST, lean.. .. .. .. .............. lb
VEAL CHOPS, native.. .. .. .. ............... lb
VEAL STEAK, native.. .. .. .. ............... Ib

.33
.15
.29
.39

Ground Fresh Before Your Eyes
GREEN BAG COFFEE.. .. .. ................ Ib .21
GOLD BAG COFFEE.. .. .. .. ................ Ib .25

THREE CROW VANILLA, 2 oz bot.. .19

CANADA DRY GINGER ALE, lge bot .15
(Contents)

MclNTOSH APPLES.. .. .. .. .. ....... 6 lbs .25
GRAPE FRUIT, Floridas.. ......... 4 for .25
NATIVE TURNIP.. .. .. .. .. .. .. ............... jb ,02
NATIVE CABBAGE.. .. .. .. .. .............. lb .02
ICEBERG LETTUCE.. .. .. .. .. ... 2 heads .15

GLENDENNING’S MARKET
Telephone

■

993

^‘ver

?

BLIZZARDS
may cover outdoors with
a blanket of snow—the
thermometer drop below
zero, hut your home will
be warm if you burn

D&ll Cone-Cfoanec

DRY HARD WOOD
Pei' Foot, Fitted ...................................................... $1.25

Per Foot, Sawed ......................................................
Per Foot, Long........................................................

M M.B.&C.O. PERRY
519 MAIN ST.

TEL. 487

LI5
1.05

ing confined to the house with a
presented by the Chapter. Miss badly wrenched right arm and
Legal Notices
Elinor Seeber is chairman of the pro shoulder. She was guest Monday of
Mrs.
Charles
Simmons.
ject.
LEGAL NOTICE
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Barker were
whereas. Clarence F
Benner of
An interesting program followed
weekend guests of Mr. and Mrs. L. F. 1 Thomaaton In the County of Knox and
I State of Maine by his mortgage deed
the business meeting included a fine
Barker.
J dated February 2. 1934. and recorded ln
! the Knox County Registry of Deeds.
paper written by the late Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Ira Hilt of Rock Book 235. Page 517. conveyed to Home
Aurelia Collamore on the subject, land were callers Sunday on Mrs. Owners' Loan Corporation, a corporai tlon duly established under the laws of
"Gen Peleg Wadsworth" and read Frank Stahl who is ill.
the United States of America, and hav
ing Its office and principal place of
Mrs. Charles Fogg and infant son business In Washington D. C :
by Lois Creighton. An article ln a
"the following described real estate,
Donald
who
have
been
at
the
home
recent DAR. magazine entitled.
situated ln Thomaston. In the Coun
ty of Kncx. and State of Maine:
of
Mrs
Gertrude
Starrett
the
past
"Real Daughters of the Revolution"
A certain lot or parcel of land with
the buildings thereon, situated ln
was read by Mrs. Emily Stevens. It two weeks, returned yesterday to
Thomaston tn the County of Knox
East
Warren.
is interesting to note there are five
8tate of Maine, on the southern side
of Main 8treet. and being all of the
The Umbrella Club met last Thurs
real daughters living. Tea was served
land conveyed by Edwin Smith and
day
with
Mrs.
Louise
Bachelder.
Each
John Miller by their deed to Edward
by the refreshment committee con
OBrlen. December 9. 1847. ln Book
j
member
is
preparing
two
squares
for
sisting of Mary Overlock. Lois
13. Page 32. recorded ln the Eastern
District for Lincoln County. Febru
Creighton and Mrs. Levi Seavey. a quilt to be knotted at the next
ary 15. 1848: also the land conveyed
to Edward OBrlen by Enoch CarlAnother member of the committee ! meeting, Thursday, at the home of
I ton by hts deed of May 3. 1848. Book
was unable to attend owing to ill Mrs. Martha Watts. The quilt will i 13. Page 187 recorded tn said East
ern District for Lincoln County.
1 be given away.
ness.
May 6. 1848: also the land con
Miss Pearl Thompson. High School
veyed to said Edward O'Brien by
Delegates and alternates elected to
John Copeland and Thomas O Brlen.
attend the 45th annual conference at ■ senior is ill.
by their deed of July 27. 1852. Book
19. Page 359 and recorded ln said
Washington, included: Mrs. Hazel
District July 29. 1852
Fine printed stationery costs no
The above described premises are
Anzalone. delegate; Lavinia Elliot.
also same which were conveyed by
Elizabeth Dunn. Harriet Dunn. Jane more during February and March
J. B Pearson Company to Clarence
F Benner by Warranty Deed, dated
Tucker of Wiscasset, Eliza Walker, than plain, unprinted paper. The! November 30 1928 recorded In Knox
Courier-Gazette
is
featuring
Rytex
County Registry of Deeds. Book 220.
, Lilia Elliot, alternates. Elected as
Page 260
' delegates to the State conference of Greytone, printed with your name and
And whereas, the conditions of said
mortgage have been broken: Now. there
address,
or
monogram,
at
$1.00
a
box.
Bath were Hazel Anzalone, Lois
fore. by reason of the breach of the
thereof the said Home
Creighton. Mary Overlock, Ella Dunn. regularly $150. Better stock up on a conditions
Owners Loan Corporation, ow-ner of
supply
of
this
smart
looking
printed
said mortgage, by Edgar F Corliss. Its
Emily Stevens; alternates, Lavinia
attorney duly authorized, hereby claims
Elliot, Cora Currier. Annie Wyllie, stationery. Postage 10 cents extra.
a foreclosure of said mortgage
Dated this 20th day of January 1936
Lilia Elliot, and Liza Walker.
Home Owners Loan Corporation

SOUTH THOMASTON
Forget - me - not Chapter Installs
Officers
Forget-me-not Chapter. OES.
held a semi-public installation Fri
day night at Masonic hall. Past
Matron Blanche Dean of Deering
Chapter assisted by Past Matron
Ruby Long also of Deering as mar- j
shal, in a pleasing and effective man
ner Installed these officers:
Lotta Crowley, worthy matron; ]
Gilford Butler, worthy patron; Isabel
Jackson, associate matron; Harry
Crowley, associate patron; Susie
Sleeper, secretary; Ethel Harrington, [
treasurer; Margaret Gilchrest, con
ductress; Janie Fullerton, assobiate
conductress: Charles Watts, chap- j
lain; Elizabeth Babb, marshal; Ella
Watts, organist; Clara Rackliff,
Adah; Eva Sleeper. Esther; Elvie
Curtis. Martha; Arlene Macklnen,
Electa; Louise Butler, warder; Cleve
land Sleeper, sentinel.
As the worthy matron and worthy
patron were inducted into office, a
fitting poem for their success in the
year ahead was given by the install
ing officer. The floral centerpieces
of the Chapter were installed in a
gracious manner and were given
their beautiful emblems representing
the five rays of the Star.
The program was interspersed with
musical numbers and readings, ;
Especial mention is made of the J
beautiful solo by Mrs. Scott Kittredge
a former resident here, who has made
a success in the musical world. In !
a charming manner, she sang in j
memoriam to her father, "Annie
Laurie." Another artist of rare talent,
.vho was lately affiliated wtth For-1
get-me-not Chapter, Mrs. William
Clement, was vocal soloist in two |
, lovely selections. Mrs. Jackson, in !
melodious tones sang, “Treasure i
Island."
Thc retiring matron was presented
with a past matron's jewel by worthy j
matron. Lotta Crowley, to which she |
responded in fitting terms. The past
I patron received a past patron's jewel
bestowed by the newly-installed pat- j
ron, Ollford Butler, sincere thanks'
being extended by the recipient. The installing officers who received gifts,
from the Chapter as tokens of its I
appreciation of their services ex
pressed. gratification.
Light refreshments were served in
the banquet hall toy a committee of
loyal workers. Thus marked another
milestone tn the history ot Forgetme-not Chapter.

<******«*******•
FOR SALE

BEST dry hard wood under cover;
fitted. *9; Junks. (9: soft wood and
slabs. *7: kindlings. T J. CARROLL
Thomaston. Tel 263-21 Rockland. 14-tf
TWO large lumber lots for sale and
e large w
D A
STARRETT Warren. Me
16*21
HAY for sale. 10 tons, good quality.
early cut CHARLES 8.
S COUGH
OHLIN 139
Rankin St Tel 1053-M
16-18
LIVE bait for sale BRIG YOUNO 96
South Main St.. Tel 1132-W
15*17
DRY and green
■n hard wood for -ale:
nder cover
ct
all kinds, under
(6 to *9 cord Tel
257-X LOFMAN BROS Rockville 15*20
ONE small cabinet coal or wood stove
for sale Comparatively new. price
right A H GOSS Union. Maine lo .s
FOX hounds, rabbit hounds, and
pointers, aold on their performance ln
the field Come and see them work
EUGENE F CLARK. Damariscotta. Me
14-19
GREEN cord wood. J6 cord; dry cord
wood. *7:50; dry fitted wood and Junks
88 50 cord del. Two German police pups
male Tel 12-23 .Washington ROBERT
L ESANCY. Liberty. Me
14*16
HOUSE for sale, the late Fred Morse
property 22 Main St. Thomaston; also
plu»o . Inquire 13 Dunn St Thomaston
W 153
14-19
, tron beds, mahogany stained.
2 mattresses and springs Cheap lor
cash C A EMERY. Tel 436-M______ 6-tl
HARD coal. *15; coke. *11; Pochontas
lumpy. *925; Pochontas out (special
for stoves) *975. Dry fitted hard wood.
810 J. B PAULSEN. Tel. Thomaston
84-2.
13-tf

a

MISCELLANEOUS

EGGS AND CHICKS

THE TIMES /

STUDIO COUCHES
A splendid line of these much wanted pieces—
Handsome Coverings, Deep, Comfortable Spring
Construction. A great asset to the home.

Special!

A Studio Couch Extraordinary at $13.00
not subject to discount

PLAY “MONOPOLY”
We have a brand new supply of this fascinating
game. Phone us and have a set brought to your
home for tonight.

8t**»******«**«*S

n**************w
By EDGAR F CORLISS
Its Attorney
HAVE your car given a Certified I’obll
NOW PLAYINO
10-Th-16 Lubrication with specialized lubr'cent?
"ROSE OF THE RANCHO"
SOCONEY SERVICE STATION. Park an !
Union Sts_______
14’16
with
LEGAL NOTICE
JOHN BOLES
WATCHMAKER—All kinds; watches
Whereas Winnie M 8tanley of Rock Clocks, repaired. Call and deliver. S A
GLADYS SWARTHOUT
land In the County of Knox and State Macomber. 23 Amesbury St , Tel 958-J
of Maine, by her mortgage deed dated
______________________ 147«159-t»
June 15. 1934 and recorded ln the Knox
SKATE sharpening, prompt service
FRIDAY-SATURDAY
County Registry of Deeds. Book 241.
Page 41. conveyed to Home Owners" CRIE HARDWARE CO. 408 Main street
14-tf
Loan Corporation, a corporation duly
established under the laws of the United
LADIES-Reliable hair goods at Rock
States of America, and having Its office land Hair Store. 24 Elm St. Mall orders
and principal place of business In Wash- solicited H. C. RHODES. Tel. 519-J
I Ina ton. D C :
"the following described real estate,
situated In Rockland. In the County
of Knox, and State of Maine: bound
ed and described as follows, to wit .
"BEGINNING on the easterly aide
of Broadway and at the southwester
ly corner ot land of Henry M San
born thence easterly by land of said
Sanborn, one hundred seventeen
(1171 feet, more or less, to land of
F M Blackington; thence southerly
bv land of said Blackington. forty
(401 feet to stake and stones: thence :
westerly and parallel wtth the first J
described line, one hundred seven
teen (1171 feet, more or less, to
Broadway; thence Northerly by said
Broadway, forty (40i feet to the I
place of beginning, together with
the right to use the tile drain con
nected with said premises to thc
Llmerock Street Sewer.
Also another certain lot on parcel j
of land situated in said Rockland and !
bounded and described as follows. I
viz: BEGINNING at a point where ; FOR SALE S C. R I Red Chicks. Thev
are state tested for pullorum disease and
the southerly side line of said Stan
ley's house lot Intersects the easter 1 accredited They are bred for egg proly side line of Broadway and run : ductlon. Roosters mature early and
make fine broilers M M KINNEY.
ning thence easterly, making an
Thomaston Me. St Oeorges Rd . Box
angle ion the south) of 89 Deg 44"
A drama a*
;
49
Tel 56-14 Tenant s Harbor
ia
30" with the line of said Broadway
and running parallel to and about
delightful a*
DAY old Hall Cross pullets and R I
two and sixteen one hundredths
Reds Tested stock, order now CARL O
"It Happened
(2 16) feet distant from the northerly
NELSON 310 Limerock St. Tel. 714-W
side of William R. Lufkin's house,
_________________________________
14-tf !
One Night"... by
to the back line of said Lufkin's
POULTRY wanted T POUST. 138
house lot and to land now owned
Llmerock street. Rocklana Tel. 377-W.
the tame author,
by Wallace R Little, to an Iron bolt:
14-tf
thence by said Little's land north
Samuel Hopkint
easterly. fifteen and ninety-three
RKO
one hundredths (15 93) feet to corner
Adam*
RADIO
of this Grantor's house lot; thence
by land of this Grantor westerly, to ]
PICTURE
place of beginning Being a portion
of the lot conveyed to Win R Lufkin
by Harriet Milliken, by deed dated
April 6. 1918 and recorded ln the
Knox County Registry of Deeds.
Book 178. Page 579
All eggs laid on our farms Maine
For sources of title see Warranty
Accredited Pullorum Clean. 8779
Deed of David Rubenstein to this
birds tested — no reactors.
Orantor. dated December 17. 1928
REDS.
CROSSBREDS
and recorded ln Book 219. Page 488
ot the Knox County Registry of
Baby Cockerels,
Baby Pullrts
Deeds, as to the first parcel herein
Bred for heavy laying, fast growing
conveyed. See deed of William R
and quick feathering
Lufkin to Freeman A. Stanley dated
Your Satisfaction Guaranteed.
May 18. 1920. recorded In Book 215,
Page 402 In said Registry and also
Get our Catalogue—that'a the
see Guardian's Deed of Harold F
Maine Idea
Stanley to this Grantor of even date
CLEMENTS BRCS. FARMS
with these presents, to be recorded,
RFD No 9. WINTERPORT MAINE
as to the second parcel herein conAlso through N E. CHICK
I veyed. Also see deed of Harold F
SERVICE
Stanley to thia Grantor, to be re
corded. conveying his Interest as
heir-at-law of his father the late
| Freeman A Stanley"
And whereas, the conditions of said
mortgage have been broken: Now. thereI fore by reason of the breach of the
DAY OLD CHICKS for sale, also
conditions thereof the said Home Own--j
one week old and two weeks old
ers Loan Corporation, owner of said
chicks all from Pure Bred Blood
ADDED
I mortgage, hy Edgar F. Corliss. Its at
Tested, Heavy Laying Breeding
torney duly authorized, hereby claims
Stock. Our Rhode Island Red
DIONNE QUINTUPLETS a foreclotisure of said mortgage.
Chicks are the best money can
Dated this 20th day of January 1936
buy
and come from the largest
in
Home Owners' Ioan Corporation
Red Farm In the East, containing
By EDGAR F. CORLISS.
40,000
Breeders. W’e sell all breeds
“GOING ON TWO”
Its Attorney.
and colors at greatly reduced
10-Th-16
prices. Day olds 10c ca., week
old 13c ea, two weeks old 16c ea.
Parcel Post Prepaid to any ad
dress In Maine. See our cnicks
In our Electric Battery Brooders
3,000 to select from. Improve your
flocks and save money besides.
Full line of Poultry Equipment at
15% discount during Jan. and
Shows, 2.00, 6.30 and 8.30
Feb. Call, write or phone lor
Continuous Saturday, 2.00 to 10.30
Catalogue STOVER'S, Rockland
W Park St. Phone 1200.
14-tl
Phone 892

READ THE ADS

—ON—

CASH OR EASY TERMS

STONINGTON FURNITURE CO.
313-325 MAIN STREET,

ROCKLAND, ME.

Jon’l Skate on Thin Ice
Unknown brands of drugs, toiletcits and other pharaiarv sup
plies . . . inferior quality . . . dis
courteous and high pressure sell
ing .. . do not make for actual
savings even when they are allied
with low prires. Be wary of such

offers: don't skate on thin ice.
Buy pharmacy supplies from a
store with a reputation to main
tain. When you shop at the
Corner Drug Store, you assure

e?onomy, far here high quality
is rigidly maintained despite low
prices.

COLD TREATMENTS

SUNDRIES

14-tf

>1.21 THERMOMETERS $1.00. 81.25
HOT WATER BOTTLES
89„BREWER SUN GLOW COD
LIVER OIL
49c and 98c rHERLAT .............................. 98c

IIALIVER OIL CAPS

TOILETRIES
VITALIS IIAIR TONIC ...... 45c
KLEENEX
2 for 25c
MAX FACTOR GOODS
TERYSTONE PRODUCTS
COTY'S GOODS
MANUCAIRE PRODUCTS

This age-old i.ymbol was origin
ally an invocation for good
health. Today, it is an insignia
of thr druggist's profession. We
till regard it as an invocation
to do our best work in Alling
your doctor's prescription.

HORNER

DRUG STORE
PefStRIPriOH IRUCCUTJ

PHONE *78
ROCKLAND

OOOD

,

aWWWQB
—

J.

w ..laUd-’’
l.ixottaO *• 54* A""i’e?O'oU- biq bwikdav M1*

££

I''*

po'”

Bov •*" •*
Clover Farm

,

Sakd Dressing, 24 oz. jar,

25c

A Pleasing Mixture

G. A. R.,
2 lb jar 17c
JAM, of grape, apple, raspberry
Clover Farm Morsels, No. 214 ran

RED CUP

COFFEE
Mild and Mellow

2 lbs 23c

can 25c

Pineapple,
FANCY PRODUCE

CHOICE MEATS
Bacon,
sliced,
lb 35c
Navel Oranges, doz 37c
Texas, 80 Size
Steak, top round, !b 29c
Grapefruit,
4 for 21c Roast, bot. round, lb 23c
Iceberg Lettuce 2 hds 15c Veal Roast,
lb 27c
Sunki-t, Large

<S<iover Farm Stores
PINE TREE DIVISION

L /ery-GtEer-Day
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LADY KNOX CHAPTER

$aafjic-fia Co.

jfii

THE BRIDE

A YEAR LATER
Members
Fancy,

arrivals, tbls depart

CAN

PAY

A HIGHER PRICE

hut

SLICED
20 OZ
LOAF

■ fj
*

YOU CAN'T BUY
A BETTER LOAF!

Mrs. George W. Smith and Mrs.
Harriet Silsby Frost left by motor
Tuesday for a trip through Florida,
j They went as far as Lawrence, Mass .
Tuesday, finding the traveling very
good. The j’ plan to motor down the
east coast of Florida and return by
the West coast, their trip to occupy
the greater part of a month.

Mrs. Elmer E. Marston and son
Richard of Portland spent the week
end with Mrs. Marston's father, John
T. Lothrop.

^handnwihshl

WHOLE MILK

BREAD

the

VESPER A. LEACH

In

SPECIALTY SHOP

Original

366 MAIN ST.

The February meeting of Lady
Knox Chapter, Daughters of the
American Revolution, was held at the
heme of Mrs. Anne Snow, with Mrs.
Mary Southard. Mrs. Euretta Annatoyne. Mrs. Maude Blodgett Mrs. Alice
Ccbb. Mrs. Della Cross. Mrs. Winnie
Kail and Mrs. Nellie Peterson as as
sisting hostesses. Twenty-six mem
bers were present.
The chapter purchased a $5 health
bond, and members promised to make
articles fcr "Home Industries" at
Montpelier.

TRLEPHONB_______________ 77* or 7#4

YOU

To

Back

"Montpelier"

ment especially desire* Information of
social happenings pertlee, musicals, etc.
Notes sent by mall or telephone will be
gladly received.

fcxbia Spatial!-

Taken

New All Wool Sweaters, high shade, slip-on
Saturday only at this price, 88c
Hand knit effects, short sleeves, club collars, crew and boat neck,
tie string neck, chciry red, white, coral, aqua and maize.

Sizes 36 to 40

f OR sTOif'

Mrs. Maude Blodgett. State chair
man of Genealogical Research, re
ported on work being accomplished by
her committee, and many pages of
cemetery records, vital statistics and
genealogical records, have been col

Mrs. Elise Allen Corner gives a
party Saturday, 2 to S. to her former
dancing pupils and prospective
pupils, this being registration day
for the fall term. All children regis
tering on that date will be privileged
to participate in the spring recital
which is always the high light of the
combined terms.

lected.
A letter was read from the 8tate
"Grandmother's" Whole Milk Bread is the finest loaf of bread
Regent,
Mrs. Binford regarding the
that is possible to bake. Already diced! Delicious flavor! Marvelous
39th Conference of the State of Maine
when toasted! • - - and keeps fresh for days. The smooth lasting
Society. Daughters of the American
Miss Abbie Carter was hostess to
freshness ,is definite proof of its richness in milk and other
D&F Club Monday night, Mrs. Ray- ’
Revolution, to be held in Bath, March
high quality ingredients. Just try a loaf • • - this week's special price
17-19 and mention was made regard
mond Cross, Mrs. Herbert Kalloch
is inviting. If "G«endmother's" Whole Milk Bread isn't batter *
ing the 45th Continental Congress to
bread and a bigger value than you've ever had then Just return
and Mrs. Lewis Coltart carrying off
be held in Washington in April.
the wrapper and we will refund the purchase price. Fair isn't it?
bridge honors.
WASH CLOTHES WHITEST YOU EVER SAW!
These delegates were appointed:
To Continental Congress — Mrs.
UT aside your old-fashioned wash this safe, gentle way Iast much longer.
The card party at Odd Fellows hall
day habits; for one Monday wash Rinso is recommended by the makers
Alice Karl, regent; Mrs. Irene Moran,
Tuesday afternoon under the auspi
your clothes this "no-scrub’ way. Get of 53 famous washers. Great for dishes
delegate; alternates—Mrs. Anne Snow,
ces of Miriam Rebekah Lodge had
a package of Rinso and follow the and all cleaning. Grease goes in a
(alternate for regent), Mrs. Maude
nine tables tn play, and Mrs. Flora
easy direction* on the back. You'll jiffy — tunBlodgett. Mrs. Katheryn St. Clair.
Post acted as hostess. Honors were
find that Rinso give* rich, lasting sud* fltttl). Easy
Mrs. Mary Southard. Miss Ellen
won by Mrs. Fred Achorn. Mrs. A. R.
an in bardtst ualtr. Active suds that
on hands.
SOAK out dirt—get clothes real snowy Get the BIG ,
Cochran. Mrs. Mabel Rise. Mrs. Eva
Bachelder, Mrs. Henry Jordan, Mrs
•nd bright without hard scrubbing or box.lt'seco- A
Wisner, Mrs. Helen Carlson and Mrs.
Robert Long. Mrs. Clifton Cross, Mrs
ni ^utuuno
i
boiling. Of course, clothes washed nomicaL
W I
Mary Ladd.
Merle Hutchinson. Mrs. Harold Davis
j To 8tate Conference—Mrs. Alice
| Mrs. Nina Marshall. Mrs. Lillian McAMERICA’S BIGGEST-SELLING PACKAGE SOAP Karl. Mrs. Anne Snow. Mrs. Ka'h' Rae. and Mrs. Maurice Atheam con
eryn St. Clair. Mrs Mary Southard,
solation. The next party in the
Rindlem
Groc. Stores
Miss Ellen Cochran, Mrs. Helen Carl
series will take place Peb. 18 with
Opportunity Class meets tonight;
CAMDEN
son. Mrs. Clara Thurston. Mrs. Mary
Mrs. J. C. Cunningham in charge.
at the First Baptist parlors for a
Perry Rich; alternates—Mrs. Mary
Bulk or
Mrs Ma? McKinnon who has been Ladd. Mrs Katherine Haines. Mr3.
Ernest P. Jones entertained at Valentine party.
Package
fish chowder and 63 Tuesday night,
employed as clerk in Haskell Si Nellie Peterson, Mrs. Lucy Carter,
Delicate
Browne Club will meet Friday at Ccrthell's store ls in New York city Mrs. Eva Wisner. Mrs. Lucie Walsh
his
guests
being
C.
E.
Morse,
Carl
Flavor
7:30 at the First Baptist parlors, to to spend two months with her daugn- Mrs. Ella Buffum and Mrs. Alice
! Leighton and A. L. Briggs.
work on quilts.
ter. Mss Katherine McKinnon,
Cobb
[ Mrs. Ada Jacques has returned to
TOMATO JUICE COCKTAIL
«. |7c
Following the business meeting '.lie
i Granville Carleton, a student at the
The Woman's Auxiliary to Knox
Manchester, N. H„ after being at the
SALADA TEA Brow" L*bel
pl’- 15c
pk«- 29c
i Massachusetts Institute of Techncl- members were taken back in fancy to
Hospital met Tuesday afternoon at
Copper Kettle for a few days.
l ogv in Boston, has been guest of his the home of Gen. and Mrs. Knox.
FOSS' MELLOWED VANILLA
2 “• boMl* 23c
the Bok Home for Nurses with an
It was summer of the year 1798, three
mother. Mrs. E. B. Putnam.
MLss Caroline Stanley will be hos attendance of 35. among whom were
FOSS' LEMON EXTRACT
2 “• boHl* 29c
years after thc Knox's famed Mont
Mrs
Lovell
Thompton
entertained
tess to Methebesec Club Friday at registered 11 new members. A large
pelier was built. With drawn shades
SPARKLE
'
E,e,p*CoffM F<¥Or
4 plt‘- 17c
2:30 at the home of Mrs. Elonia amount of sewing was accomplished, lies Quatre Club last night at her and candlelighted dining-room, a
CORNED BEEF
«*
15c
Tuttle, Broadway. Thc program and a social hour with tea was en- j homo tn Washington street.
house party was portrayed. Mrs
| The ladies of the Congregational
P & G NAPHTHA SOAP
10
34c
subject will be "Italian Cathedrals". joye<l
____
Society assembled this week at thc Knox and Mrs Washington seated at
the table were reminiscing as they
SALAD DRESSING
2
i*" 19c
Mrs. Oeorge L. St. Clair was hos- home of Mrs Grace Lowe, Chestnut
Letters from Mrs. C. H. Berry tell
awaited the return of Mrs. Hancock,
that they are comfortably located at tess to Thimble Club Monday eve- -‘rtroet.
Mrs. Adams, Mrs. Jefferson and Mrs.
Extensive preparations are in progCoral Gables, having taken a charm ning
Hamilton after a stroll about tlie
_____
ress
for
the
Winter
Carnival
to
be
ing Spanish villa. Marie is happy in
beautiful grounds surrounding the
Mrs. Earl McIntosh entertained held here the latter part of February
the public schools, and Mr. and Mrs.
mansion. Their return was hailed
Berry are in the midst of many Outing Club for luncheon yesterday It premises to be thc biggest event of
with much merriment for they were
the season and everyone ls wondering
social affairs.
still chuckling over a petty skirmish
Who's to be Queen of the Carnival?"
Miss
Ada
Perry
was
hostess
to
At A. A P. Markets
between the Gen. and Mrs. Knox, in
Mrs. I. J. Shuman entertained Chapin Class Tuesday night for a All committee members are working
which the latter was triumphantly
FACE RUMP ROAST, heavy steer beef, Ib 29c
EF.A. Club for picnic dinner and social time of cards and games Mem hard to make It a success. Prizes will I
victorious, the General retreating in
be
awarded
for
ski
slides,
snowshoeing.
j
cards yesterday.
TAG BLOATERS, large,
each 10c
bers are asked to note that the next
deep humility.
meeting will be with Mrs. C. E. Dan toboggan slides and many other Thrilling tales were told concernSWORDFISH, fancy sliced,
pound 25c
The younger adult social group of
iels. a change from the printed pro sports.
_ , _
,.
<«. ing their trip from Boston. Outstandthe Congregational church held a
.......... UNEEDA BAKERS'-----------------------gram.
_____
making
a
four
months'
tour
around
ln«
7 h
dL?«
covered dish supper-social Tuesday
HUI and Dale Club will have bridge the world had reached Cape Town. P-mpcus
rot y ''"'J1 Kr
"T
O-SO-GOOD COOKIES
Cl,« *"d
pl9 9c
night in the vestry, with Miss Mary
i woe tnrrlWv iincAF
Kvcrmts from
Wasgatt, Miss Dorothy Snow, Mrs this afternoon with Mrs. Jerome accordin.3 to the latest information was terribly upset. Excerpts from
LUSCIOUS CREAMS
ua..d. B*i.r.'v.niii.
ib. (7c
Lucy’s scrap book were real, which
Sydney Snow, Miss Corice Thomas Burrows, as hostess.
received at his home here.
were highly entertaining because of
and Harold Leach ln charge of sup
------Mrs. May PilUbury entertained the
their personal nature. Mrs. Schuylsr
per and Mr. and Mrs. Theodore Bird
Vasker L. Naum, who has been a Friends-In-Council Tuesday at her
FIG BARS
*•* Supp,y
lb- 10c
and Mr. and Mrs. Francis Omc of surgical patient at Knox Hospital, rc- h;mc on Hlgh street at anopen meet- and Mrs. Putnam, who were enjoying
OYSTER CRACKERS Hampton's Fr.ih B.i.a t-ib. Pig. ioc
a siesta after their strenuous trip.
the entertainment. March 3, another turned h:me yesterday.
:ng. The guest speakers were Frank
later appeared and tea was served
KETCHUP
Feeler's L.b.l
__
H ot. boHlo |0C
of these enjoyable supper-socials will
A. Winslow
and
™uw of
vc Rockland “
““ Dr
7njwith Mrs. Knox and Mrs. WashingThere will be a Masonic astemb.y George
be held, with Mr. and Mrs. Daniel
Pullen. The former gave sn |
JELLY EGGS
• ~
pouB,J 10c
„ „ , .
' Chick, Miss Eleanor Bird and Miss at Temple haJl tonight, the hests to interesting talk on Famous People I ton Pour n®'
Mrs. Schuyler was finally Induced
CHOC. CREAM DROPS
,b 10c
Margaret Hellier supervising supper be Mr. and Mrs Benjamin Philbrook. Have Met." and Dr. Pullen gave an
and Mr. and Mrs. Stanley C. Boyn Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Church. Mr. and ! account of his trip to Norway. Tne to sing "Hail Columbia," a new song,
ton. Miss Elzada North and Walter Mrs. Leo E. Howard and R. E. Thurs speakers were introduced by the presi just out. The werds were written by
Judge Hopkinson to thc tunc of the
ton. Take sandwiches unless solid'.?!
Barstow the entertainment.
dent. Mrs. Leslie D Ames. There was
President's March. Old Glory was
Mrs. W. I. Ayer, who has been a pa a large attendance of members and displayed; those dear stars and stripes
Weekend guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Meat and Grocery Stores
guests. Refreshments were served.
which had meant their freedom, and
C. A. Emery were Mrs. Maynard tient at Knox Hospital the pas.
The
next meeting will be Feb. 13 at
the song was given as a toast to their
Dean and Mrs. Ruby Henry, of month, returns heme today, her con
Sun-Dino
Mello-Wheat
?8-oz. pig. 19c
the home of Mrs. Finlay Calder, Trim
Orange Juice 2 !?-oz. can* 25c
5c Candy Bars
3 for t Oc
war-lords. Mrs. Jackson as accom
Portland, who came to install the of- dition showing satisfactory improve
street.
Old Dutch Cleanser 2 c«"» 15c
panist cn thc spinet which Mrs. Knox
' fleers of Forget-me-not Chapter ment.
The Camden-Rccknort Lions Club
Fleischmann's Yeast
onto 3c
A
P FAMOUS
OES. at South Thomaston Friday '
met Tuesday night at Wadsworth Iua!had brought from Boston The scene
Eat It for Health
Leroy C. Deane cf Camden an
1
* *
was climaxed when the maid appealed
COFFEES
night. Mrs. Dean as Installing officer
Chesterfield Cigarettes
nounces the marriage cf his daughter
many members present. Th? announcing that saddle horses awaitPeople who demand th* bait buy
and Mrs. Henry as marshal.
2 pig»- 25c
Inez Elizabeth to Percy W. Blaisdell attendance contest came to a close ed the Lady's order.
Alf Cofteei
Brillo
pfg- 9c
of
this city on Wednesday Feb. 5 at md Clement Smith's side, which has
BOKAR
pound tin 21c
Mrs. L. A. Walker leaves today to
“At Home with Lady Knox”
For Polishing Metal
been leading for several weeks, faded
Vigoroui end Winey
thc
Baptist parsonage. Camden.
spend thc weekend as guest of her
Evr-Redy Dog Food 3 can’ 23c
Setting—Montpelier. Time—June,
RED CIRCLE
pound pig. 19c
!
cut
cf
sight
as
George
Dyer's
side
won
brothers. Burton L. Baker in Jamaica
Ginger Snaps
3 lbs. 25c
Rich, Full-bodied
by 29 points. The club has received 11 1798.
Plain, and Howard S. Baker in
Pure Vermont
ROCKVILLE
8 O'CLOCK
pound pig. 17c
new members in the past two weeks.
Characters: Mrs. Lucy Knox, wife
Whitman,
Mass..
The
outstanding
Co-Op Syrup 8-oz. bottle 2lc
Mild end Mellow
of Gen. Henry Knox. Ann Snow; Mrs
The
Rockville
school
will
have
a
j
and
admitted
to
membership
Tuesday
event of the trip is to attend the
Tun* in on Ket* Smith in Coffee
Martha Washington, wife cf President
Tim*. WNAC, 7:30, Tues., Wed,
graduation of her daughter. Vir supper and entertainment tomorrow night were: Dr. S. R. Polisncr. FranGecrge
Washington. Alice Karl; Mrs.
Friday,
supper
served
from
5:30
to
j
cis
O.
Merchant.
Lawrence
D.
Libbej,
Matinee fea
pound pig. 25c
Thurs.
ginia, from Massachusetts General
Dcrothy Hancock, wife of Oov. John
7,
proceeds
of
which
will
be
used
for
Elmer
M.
Crockett
and
Neiscn
Dan
1O',i
oa.
oc
Hospital, which takes place Friday
Whitehouse Evaporated Milk,
eans
dentistry for school children, to aid gremond. Lion Leon O Crockett was Hancock, Mary Southard; Mrs. Abi
Case of 48 cans. S2.97
night.
—
in receiving 7-point health pins to! th? speaker, his subject Our Trip t? gail Adams, wife of John Adams.
Itooevik Club had picnic luncheon be awarded in the spring. It is Springfield.” Mr. Crcckett, in corn- Lucy Walsh; Mrs Elizabeth Hamil
Tuesday with Mrs. H. P. Blodgett as hoped a large number will attend thc j pany with Gecrge Dyer, Clemer.. ton, wife of Alexander Hamilton,
hostess. Work was begun on layettes supper or buy a ticket to aid this' Smith, Clarence Fish and W. S L.\- Maude Blodgett; Mrs. Martha Jeffer
DAILY EGG
ant, recently attended thc New Eng- son. wife of Thomas Jefferson, Kalh25-lb.
100-lb
for the Red Cross. Tlie meetiiTg Feb cause.
SCRATCH FEED,
bag 47c
bag $1.79
____________
land
Inter-District Convention e.f cryn St. Clair; Mrs. Katherine Schuy18 will be with Mrs. E. C. Boody.
DAILY EGG
|
Lions
International
held at the Hotel >cr_ w;(e cf Phillip Schuyler, Eva
DUTCH
NECK
25-lb.
56c 100-lb
MASH FEED,
| Kimball in Springfield. Mass. The Wisner; Mrs. Hannah Putnam, wife of
bag
bag $2.15
Wawenock Club met Monday night
DAILY EGG
with Miss Minnie Smith as hostess
The 50th anniversary cf the dedi- winners will enjoy a turkey dinner at 1 i£raei Putnam. Clara Thurston;
25-lb
CHICK STARTER,
61c 100-lb
Quotations from James Whitcomb cation of St. Paul's chapel will be ob- the expense of thc losers, to be served Mrs. Knox's Maid. Winnie Karl; Mrs.
bag
bag $2.39
DAILY EGG
Harry Jackson. Irene Walker.
Riley were used for response to roll served Sunday night, the preacher for Tuesday night at Wadsworth Inn
25-lb.
Refreshments were served by the
The W.C.TU. will entertain the
call, and after thc papers the usual the service to be Rev Herman R. WinCHICK FEED,
55c 100-lb
bag
bag $1.99
routine of question box and current chenbaugh of Rockland. Gabriel H I teachers and superintendents of th? hostesses. Th? March meeting is to
MILKY WAY
20'
100-lb.
247,
events was carried out. The papers Winchenbaugh, violinist, will assist j Camden and Rockport schools Mon- be with Mrs. Katherine Haines.
DAIRY FEED,
bags
Protein $1.59 Protein $1.63
day at the Congregational chapel at
were "Irish Music and Wit" by Miss wlth the music.
-------------------7.30 o'clock. Mrs. Clara Emery of
Smith, "John McCormack." Mrs.
LIBERTY
An unusual value! The Courier- Rockland will speak on a subject of
Hattie Keating, and "Galway. City
The Sewing Circle will meet Feb. 11
ATLANTIC & PACIFIC
and Bay." Mrs. Lelia Benner. The Gazette Is offering during the months i interest to all. Refreshments will b?
with Mrs. Franz Leyonborg.
meeting of next week will be held of February and March, Rytex Grey- |served.
---------------- -- —
Mrs. Laura Skinner, Mrs. C. H. Wel
Tuesday instead of Monday, and will ‘one Printed Stationery, regularly j
lington and Judson Warren were re
TO EX-SERVICE MEN
be in the form of a picnic supper and 51.50 a box. printed with your name,
Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Morse went to social at the home of Mrs. Evelyn and address or monogram, for $1.00 1 Winslow-Holbrook Post requests cent business visitors in Belfast.
Mrs. Lawrence McAuliffe (Agnes
Choice of four exquisite shades of pa all ex-service men to have their ap The Farm Bureau, assembling Feb.
I. Murphy) was given a shower party Boston yesterday, Mr. Morse to at Snow, Thomaston.
per and four different shades of ink. plications for the bonus made out as 13 with Mrs. Belle Knowlton, will
londay evening by Mra. Oeorge tend the banquet given by the Retail
Cooked Food Sale at Senter Crane’s Order a box for yourself and addi soon as possible. Office in Chamber treat the subject. “Raising and Pre
Illchrist in Thomaston, there being Jewelers Association at the Copley2 others present, all from ThomaS-' Plaza. They will also attend the Saturday at 2 p m, benefit Golden tional ones for gifts. Postage 10 cents of Commerce, open from 8 a m., to paring Foods At Home." The home
demonstration agent will be present.
extra.
8:30 p. tn.
Sportsman's Show.
Rod Chapter, O.ES.
15-16

Just a few drops...
and you breathe easily
again) Va-tro-nol
clears clogging mucus,
reduces swollen mem
brane* — brings wel
come relief.
»

SPINACH, Texas Curly, 3-lbpetk
GRAPEFRUIT, lge seedless, 3 for
ICEBERG LETTUCE,
2 heads
NEW CABBAGE,
4 pounds

19c
19c
15c
17c

lb
doz
2 pounds
2 lbs

39c
25c
29c
33c

SLICED BACON
EGGS, selected,
COMPOUND,
NUTLEY MARGARINE,

AT ALL MEAT AND GROCERY STORES
SMOKED SHOULDERS
lb 19c
FRANKFORTS,
- pound 19c

SALT PORK ib 15c
4

P

Regular liu .., 3Oc
Double quantity 50c

AYER’S

*

FRESH FRUIT AND VEGETABLES

ROCKLAND, ME.

It’s our custom at this season of the year to give our customers
Special Bargains for the months of February and March. There
fore each week we will see that something of special value is ad
vertised This week we offer—

C0NT1C00K WOOL HOSE
3 pairs (or 50 Cents

I

These are one of the best selling stockings made. They are sold
in every store at 25 cents a pair and will br at that price with us
after this week.
These are blue with white heel and toes,
give great wear. Try them for a gcad bo?'.

WATCH FOR Ol'R "AD" NEXT WEEK FOR ONE BIG BARGE

WILLIS AYER

JAMESON’S SPECIALS
Little Pig Pork Roast ......................................... Ib .22
Jameson’s Home Made Sausage..................... Ib .25
Waldo County Potatoes........... peck .27; bu. 1.00
These are gaod ones.

Perfect Johnson Y. E. Beans........................peck
Northern Spy Apples ..................................... peck
Large Florida Oranges ...................................... doz

.90
.40
.39

Good flavor and sweet

Florida Grape Fruit—
Large, 3 for .25; medium, 4 for
Pint Bottle Superba Grape Juice .18; 3 for
Pint Jars Grapefruit Juice.................. 20; 3 jars
Campbell’s Tomato Juice, 14 oz............ 3 cans
Pint Jars Pure Honey ..............................................
The Famous Bread and Butter Pickles...... hot
Hatchet Orange Marmalade ................. 1 Ib jar
Jell-O, all flavors ....................................... 3 pkgs
Tomato Soup................................................ 3 cans
Good Orange Pekoe Tea.................................. lb
Good Oolong Tea................................................ Ib
Two Pound Pkg. Pure Cocoa...............................
Large Heavy Lettuce ..............................................
Large White Celery .................................................
Large Cans Superba Peaches, can .22; 3 cans
Cut Carrots............................................................ lb
Cabbage and Turnips ......................................... ib
Fould’s Macaroni and Spaghetti............. 3 pkgs
Large Package Quaker Oats..................................
Package Lard, 1 lb., 2 lb., 4 lb....................... lb
LOWER PRICES ON GINGER ALE
Cliquot Club, contents, qts............ 15; pints.......
Canada Dry, contents, large.. .15; medium..

.25
.50
.50
.23
.35
.19
.20
.19
.17
.43
.33
.18
.10
.15
.55
.04
.02
.25
.19
.13
.10
.10

J. A JAMESON CO.
ROCKLAND

743 MAIN STREET

4

LOW FEED PRICES

They are warm and

FRIDAY-SATURDAY

PMRKe
RACING

ken

IHhymm
WESTERN
FRONTIER

TEL 17

into romance!

... in a wild
riding hurri

cane of hearts
and hoofs I

D'r<*^4ed by Albeit Herman

A COLUMBIA PICTURE

FRIDAY
NIGHT
ONLY
AT 8.30
Chapter No. 6

“Rex A Rinty”
COMEDY

NEWS

EXTRA: — ON OL'R STAGE — EXTRA!

"AUCTION NIGHT”
EVERY FRIDAY
30 Minute* Of Laff Entertainment
He Buys' AUCTION SAM Vou So"!
Fun For Everyone!
l.auglM Aplenty!

OLIVER HAMLIN’S DIARY

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Thursday, February 6, 1936
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LURING I HE SMEL T

A Story Which Deals With
Interesting and Lucrative
I ing them passable for troops and
artillery coming up to the front.
Occupation
our train to come get us. During the Roads would be blown to pieces in
The most popular outdoor sport at
night lt rained and was very cold. short order and the men in Co. C
v
ere
right
there
to
fix
them
as
soon
j
this
season of the year ls smelt fish
Every soldier was wet to the skin,
as possible, and were under Are at ing but over and above the fun there
and nearly frozen after sleeping out
all times—a nice place to put a nerv
I is in it rises the fact that hundreds
of doors in such a heavy cold rain. ous man.
Richard Collette of Rockland and I of citizens find therein a lucrative
Ai 11.45 our train arrived, and in due
tintf we were on our way wondering Call Cole of Camden were two of the livelihood. The Associated Press re
It’s like this—
where we were going next. When we sergeants from this section who had ! viewed the situation the other day.
Note listen—Chcstcrfields
■...
arrived at the town cf Tours it was charge of their platoons. Cole was >n(l th<> storj. wjjj ln!frfst many
arc mild (not strong, not
You see I’m reading a
stil1 raining nnd cold. We hiked thc First Sergeant of the Company, j
about tnree miles into a swamp, and anc Capt Albert Whitehili. now of,
ft I
harsh). That’s true isn’t it?
Chesterfield advertisement
4
al! agreed it was a swamp, as it was Camden, was our leader and Captain middle of an arctic night, or just like
S
Then you read ’’and yet
and I’m smoking a Chester
impossible to lay down more than 10 Yours truly was the despatch carrier to hear what others do The story
minutes without water coming up and carried all the important mes- follows:
they satisfy, please your
field cigarette, and all of you
through our blankets, and most of sages through the Argonne
• ■ . .
taste, give you what you
are smoking Chesterfields.
thc night was spent walking around
_
_
* * * *
_____
smelting shanties, each with its
to keep warm and listening to the
Tlie supply company was located tt
bait cans and
want in a cigarette.” That
shell fire over our heads every now Dombasle. Fred Cates of Rockland, seats dotted Maine's saltier ice cov
says it, doesn’t it?
and then
was a member and 8 truck driver: his ered streams today as fishermen
fe .<• .. MMWNW •• • •
We ate our breakfast early, one of,duties were to carry supplies to t.i; seeking smelts made profit of sport.
Wait a minute—
hard tack and corned wlllle. At 8
companies along the front
Hooking a six-foot tarpon may be
our march started, and after nine There were many times that our Fred a far cry from the quest for six-inch
It says now that Chester
miles of hiking, with our usual 100 bad hl5 troubles with shells and shell smelts, but the latter has its attrac
fields have plenty of aroma
pound packs, we came into the town holes in the road. I have heard him tions as the many who participate
of Vralncount. and put up our pup
that
noise from tlle *h'z' can attest.
and flavor. One of you go
tents' for tiie stay over night. There bangs was poor music to his ears on
His shanty "toggled down" to pre
'•*<»«
out of the room and come
was no rain on this night but for those long trips to the front Charles vent a stiff wind from sending it ;
good measure it was a little rold and Thomas was also a member ot the sailing, the smelt fisherman hacks
back. That will tell you
a few of the bays were complaining supply company and wa.s the sergeant and saws out hls fishing hole, a slot
how pleasing the aroma is.
il
about the cooties biting them—an in charge of all trucks, fie did his 10 or 12 inches wide and as long as
animal we had heard a lot about, but share of the work and had plenty ot Mis shanty.
trouble keeping out of the range ot
had never seen before until now.
Night or day may find the smelt
the bursting shells that came over
• • • •
fishermen indulging in thelr favor
Sept. 29 we hiked another ten miles the towns where he was located. Avo- ite sport, awaiting the favored flood
to the town of Dombasle and put our court was shot to pieces and only
tide which brings the hungry little
pup tents up on Dead Man's hill. bricks from the fallen buildings re fish with it. Beside his warm stove,
As we were getting ready to eat our mained. Just a mass of destroyed
A
pipe aglow, the fisherman sits and
supper all of a sudden three air houses were left to show that there
plies his line.
planes appeared over our heads and was a town there at one tune
There may be 12 or 14 lines, all
fighting like the devil, there were two fighting was so severe that Co. G
dropping from a single bar into his
Americans and a German in the fight. moved into 20-foot dugouts on the
fishing hole, each line baited with
Tli? Ainehcan planes were over the side of a hill in Avocourt.
blood worms, the best known lure
German plane and there was plenty J Yourse truly went to Verrie's farm
A ,'
for silver nibblers.
ot machine gun fire. The battle was' and picked up four horses, a saddle,
Over these lines, running taut bebi
going great until the German aviator, wagon and harness and took them
! neath the ice as the tide grows
spied the troops on the hill. At this back to the dugouts at Avocourt.
stronger, the fisherman plays as a
iiistant he dropped hand grenades Next day Capt Whitehili and I went
j harpist plays, "jigging" them up and
ond opened his machine gun fire on to Aubrevllle ln a buckboard w.th a
! down feeling With experienced fin
us from above. Every soldier on that i doit ole hitch. On our wav a German
hill started on the run and in the J plane dropped notes to us, one of gers for the "bite.''
Like rock cod. smelts nibble and
opposite direction from the plane, and'them hitting our wagon
turn. Many a hook they lay bare
Our company moved to Montfaucon
how they did run. It took some of
without the slightest quiver in the
where we stayed two weeks. The men
them a day to get back to camp.
line. By constant "playing," the
This was our first taste of warfare of Co. G were very busy making roads
fisherman often hooks hls surprised
and
dodging
bullets
It
rained
al

ai d it did not seem so good, yet we
C I’M. liecrrr * Mrras Tomcco Cn.
prey.
*
wert eager to get at those Germans most every day and was very muddy
Finally a school moves in on the
after they put us on the run. and at all t mes. Bill Hougnton who en
tide and the little shanty becomes
yard. I. the proud mistress of the
THE SHIPS SOLILOQIOY
relsome. selfish, and have no filial GIVEN "MAINE ROAR"
every soldier on that hill was waiting listed in Bangor was killed in the Ar
almost too small to hold a busy fish
seven seas wHl be ready for my last
instinct toward their parents Pal and
for the plane to crash so he could gonne and several others were wound
erman
I
am
the
iron
bark.
Meridia.
wait

voyage, and as I am towed out of
Phil
were
an
interesting
couple
They
get a souvenir, especially a German ed in that squad of men. At l ight I
H. A. Howard and A. B.
Once the school of hungry smelts
A. B. Crocker
ing at the dock until I am dragged the harbor I shall lift my proud prow
came and ate together unless they
I’on Cross. Next day our regiment air raids and plenty of bombing were
Allen Guests Of the St. at a tow rope's end to a ship breaker's and with chin up. as It were, leave
I strikes, lines suddenly go berserk. Up
were raising their young: they had
was broken up. and each company , in order and on the night of Oct. 10
I comes one line, with a silver wiggler.
for my last port of call.
thelr
differences
but
didn't
go
around
Petersburg Lions Club
went to a different front. Co G went a German plane dropped four bombs
Just another chapter. “Lives of th«
yard at Fall River. It is a sad fate
Off the hook comes the fish, and
Norman C Tice
telling the neighbors their troubles
to Avocourt. deep in the Argonne, in on us. killing a mess sergeant and
after 50 years of faithful service upon
into the box Freshly baited, the Famous Pigeon Family." You will
St Petersburg. Fla. Feb 1.
Washington. D. C.. Feb 4
I never owned any pets but winged
Forest, and right to the heart of the two cooks from a company in the 5th
line goes down and up comes an- doubtless remember that Buddy, the ones. When I was 10 I was the Filter of The Courier-Ggzette:—
the high seas.
big drive Our first night in that Division located across the field from
other.
Work
fast
and
furious,
testi„ne
we
raised
in
the
nouse.
was
the
|
proud
owner
of
bantan
;
s
As I lie here, waiting for my last
I
town wc were given a gas barrage and j where we were in dugouts. And by
Wc are having the worst weather
were under shell fire for five hours.! machine gun fire one private and one fies to the sudden rush of the school sole remaining member so far as we sure did have some fun with thos?
experienced during the 'oyage. I hear the waters splashing
to feed on tempting worms. The knew. Since he went out into the boys. Then followed mocking birds, tha* I have
Whizbangs were passing over our sergeant were killed. The rest of the
i4
winter',
that
I have been in this against my still strong" framework [
wood fire goes out. but the fisher world on his own wings in August wished onto me by my big brother
Leads all through the night. Co. U men took to shell holes
man is warm enough though the 1934 he has been our guest at meal Bill Never cared about them. Then 1 city. Three mornings this ween when Tlie incoming tide climbs the bar-,
■ Concluded in Saturday's issue)
men were working on the roads makshanty may be cold.
time. Buddy and his daddy slept came two canaries. Pet and Buster, I went out to breakfast, it was only racle-studded piers of the wharf as' Then Get a Bottle Of This Famous
Until the run is ended, hts work together during the fall and winter which we had for 20 years We have 38 ; egrea above, and two days lt I peer through the fog and out to |
Cough Mixture Today
keeps up. Finally the school moves ot 1934-35. and came together for refused several times since their j rained nearly all day. but the sun sea The gulls swoop above my desert- '
-------on. the lines hang slack he has a their meals, but Bud got saucy and deaths offers of canary birds. It is hoi.e for a tew minutes soathat we
Cost* little to find out why Buckley's
ed decks and scream hilariously, or
the Alkaline Cough Mixture 1* sure
breathing spell until the ebb tide used to drive hls daddy off. I used ' too much like losing children when ■ id not get a free paper. There is
laugh raucously at my predicament. death to coughs, colds—why for speedy
draws
the
fish
back
again.
lasting relief It has no equal.
to get real peeved at him. and chased ; they take their departure for the '
tonstlat.on in the fact that It j
cieties are deductible. Physicians
(Continued from Page One)
Remember too that Buckley'* Ie eco
I scent the salty tang of the far-off
Packed
in
flat,
iced
boxes,
the
fish
him
away,
so
his
dad
could
get
somebird
heaven;
and
I
just
cannot
*
a
down
t0
Mro
*
n
Boston
and
the
end dentists who keep in their wait
nomical—goea 3 times aa far as ordi
are
expressed
to
the
city
marts,
waste
of
waters
as
its
aroma
ls
borne
nary
cough syrupa— It la alkaline—pene
weather man has promised us some
upon the latter qualifications, the ing rooms, current magazines and
thlng to eat.
»
i imagine a heaven without birds.
trates
air
passages—soothes—heals—
eventually
to
find
their
way
to
the
real
Florida
weather
the
coming
week,
on
the
flow
of
the
tide.
Recalling
the
makes breathing easier and helps you
In the spring of '35 Daddy Pal
Somerville. Mass. Feb 1
3uieau of Internal Revenue is up newspapers for the benefit of thelr
instantly
to
get rid of germ-laden
plates
of
the
epicures.
The registration at the Chamber of, vanished past, remembrance comes phlegm
dropped out. and lt was only Buddy
held by the Board of Tax Appeals patients may deduct this item as a
Stop
at
The
Bijou.
Corner Drug Store.
!
Cemmerce
to
date
is
35.303.
which
'
of
the
many
turns
of
fate
in
my
adwho came. Once, twice, some days
business expense. The cost ol pro
SIIOI'LD USE AUTOMOBILES
Blaisdell* Pharmacy. Johnston's Drug
and the courts. Ordinary and neces
, neauy equals last year. New York I venturous career
fessional journals for the taxpayers , AT CASTINE NORMAL three times, he came for hls bread
Store Tn Warren at O Y Cogan. In
sary expenses are only those which
at McDonalds, today and get
and peanuts, and was always alone. Cov. Pronn Urge? Them For Stole'fcla,e l€adf" with 12'340" and Maine ‘si I recollect my launching in Scot- Thomaston
own use is also a deductible item
a small bottle on hla guarantee of com
are usual and essential in the case
Spring
must
be
just
around
the
cor

land
in
1875
when
I
was
the
pride
plete
satisfaction
or money back. Now
fvrnth
with
1126
If another bird came sneaking
Police Rather Titan Motorcycles
The cost of technical books is not
you will know why Buckley's is the
of similar taxpayers, "and do not
ner.
Principal
W
D
Hall
has
or

of
the
ship
carpenters
who
fashioned
Thi
is
safety
week
and
"Drive
Care

around
he
always
drove
him
off
and
finest
—
moat
effective
cough remedy on
a deductible item, being a capital ex
Gov. Brann said Tue Cav lie beinclude extraordinary and nonessen
the market—bar none
penditure. but a
proportionate ganized his usual bird study class. sometimes he even drove the spar- lieved Maine State Police should be, fully" signs are posted at congested my framework. They put their best
tial expenses.”
amount for each year's depreciation I He intends to stress the economic rows away He didn't seem to care provided with "distinctively marked" owners with an abundance of litera work into m.v construction, and when
Typical business expenses of a mer
i
of the books may be deducted. Depre importance of bird life and its con to make friends, perhaps the other automobiles rather than motorcycles ■ ture passed out by the Junior Cham I, their masterpiece, was completed.
cantile establishment are amounts
SAVE FUEL
ciation may also be taken on office servation. Several birds have been pigeons thought he was a "sissy as
Weather and traffic conditions in ber of Commerce Nothwithstar.ding I was granted a gold medal for the
paid for advertising, hire of clerks
furniture and equipment. Insurance seen here recently that are rare for he was raised in the house
Maine warranted the us? of auttmo- every effort to reduce the death toll, graceful lines and the symmetry of
BAKE QUICKLY
and other employees, rent, light, heat, i
premiums on office or other profes- the winter season. The Robin, the
His hangout in the daytime is on biles by the police in thc performance two persons were killed and three my form. Came the christening and
Put
in your kitchen one of the new
water, stationery, stamps, telephone. I .
,
t... .
Flicker (commonly called the yellow- a street back of us He sleeps nights cf their duties, he said
zevciely injured. Not all the fault is11 dipped my virgin breasts in the
property insurance, and delivery exJ
i surance may be deducted. Automo- hammer i. and the Cedar Waxwlr.g on the electric wires of a house across
During the winter months little pa- *'th lhe motwistA however, as it a swell of the harbor waters. I sailed
penses.
, bile liability insurance may be de have been positively identified by E ' tlie street from where he was bom trcling cf the highways ls done bv | “thiuted that fully 50 per cent of the out to sea leaving the rocky shores
Tlie expenses of a manufacturing
ducted only when the automobile is H Nason of the faculty. The two for- Lately „e has been erratic about mcfcrcycles because cf snow and ice. casualties in this city is due to the and the screaming gulls in my wake
business include labor, supplies, re
The familiar eoast line vanished and
used wholly in pursuit of the tax mer have al-o been seen by at leas’ . coming to his meals, then he would
Thc Chief Executive, after appoin"- carelessness of pedestrians.
pairs. light and heat, power, selling
a day <*, j decided it was a case ing Captain Wilbur H Towle, chief of
A short time ago while lunching at I entered a broader horizon about
payer's profession, and the cost of one other reliable observer.
cost, administration, and other simi
of. "In the spring a livelier iris the State Ptlic? last week said he i favorite dining place. I was sur which I had dreamed.
1 the entire upkeep may legitimately
A cabaret floor show, with soloists
lar charges.
..
, ,
.
...
On my first voyage I made the
The farmer may deduct all
claimed as a professional expense and chcrus is being rehearsed by the . changes on the burnished dove; in wanted state police activities confined prised to see at a nearby table Mr.
clipper
ship time of 69 days from
ant
Mrs.
Amory
Allen.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
the spring a young man's fancy light to the highways and night patroLs In
amounts paid in tlve production. Exemption Allowed State Employees Girls Glee Club under the direction ! ly turns to thoughts of love I went
London
to Calcutta I reveled in
Ber;
Thorndike.
Mrs.
Orel
Davies
stituted.
of Mrs Ethel Wardwell.
harvesting, and marketing of crops,
„nr! Mrs Mabel Thorndike. Before 1 travel, and in my journeys saw
and looked him up. and found he had
The compensation of officers and
including labor, cost of seed and
employees of a State or any political
Tn? ancient Mayan civilization had fin.sl.ed mj' meal I was joined by i strange landk and native peoples
The Danforth High Schcol basket a girl friend.
fertilizer used, cost of minor repairs
subdivision thereof, if the services of ball team, accompanied by Principal
Today I »as out. Mrs Crocker was whose people understood astronomy. Edwin and Agnes Brown, making I famed in song and story. From port
to farm buildings (other than his
t0 P°rt 1 sailed, bearing rich cargoes.
such officers or employees are ren Lewis L. Oray and Coach Philip busy' 50 she didn 1
hlm- but wh«n architecture and the arts, is thought quite Rockland delegation.
dwelling), and small tools used up in
Friday. Amory Allen and I attend- j1 was bought by different nations.
dered in connection with activities Nealy, were
guests vi
of wit
the cxiiwi
school cn 1 returned. Buddy was on our door to hav?
because
the hillsldfs
iviv juioua
— - perished
---------- — —
----- —
on/4 fl
T
the course of a year or two. A tax
the Llon-S club The «uest speaker ana IlaB-s of six of those countries ,
which constitute the discharge of an Friday. The local team shows much s;e>’ and the «lrl frlend was 111 'he , surrounding the villages were cleared:
payer may conduct more than one
essential governmental function, as improvement over the last fe.w games. street; he evidently had invited her for cultivation, the resultant eroi.in was Donald B. MacMillan, who gave have f'own at my masthead during t
business and claim the business de
distinguished from a proprietary It was able to defeat the visitors by over
Crocker s Spa for lunch and filling thc lakes with debris and mak a very interesting account of his ex- my bus>’ Ufe. Many captains have 1
ductions of each.
function, is exempt from Federal in a score of 53 to 33 Principal Gray she found no lunch in sight. I could ing them breeding places for mosqui petiences in Polar regions. The Pine ' commanded me and communed with
Deductions For Professional
come tax. The compensation of was an overnight guest at the home almost hoar her say to Bud. "Why, toes carrying malaria and yello-v Tree State had the most guests— tne durfn8 the star-lighted watches
The best range that can be made.
Expenses
eight without counting the speaker— of the night upon the illimitable sea.
such officers and employees is sub of Principal and Mrs William D. Hall >'ou cheaP sP°rt' t0 inv>te a girl to fever germs.
Trade In Your Old Range
As
a
full-rigged
ship,
they
flew
the
1
and
we
were
given
the
"Maine
roar.
”
. * • . ,
j lunch and then there is nothing to
A professional man may deduct all ject to Federal income tax if their
Vice Principal Scott was a member eat. I'm going home!” She flew
In Ohio, a three-inch layer cf sard Commander MacMillan has consent British Jack above my deck. For
necessary ex|>enses incurred in the services were rendered in connection
Priced from
np
pursuit of his profession. These in with the exercise of a proprietary of the committee on a State course away. Bud waited, but when he found wtrked into heavy potato soils proved ed to address the Maine Tourist So England I did m,v duty and ploughed
the
waters
that
touch
upon
that
ciety
next
Tuesday.
clude the cost of supplies used in his function. For example, the compen of study on [Temperance, which met she really meant it. he flew after her more effective than manure in in
Pay only 11.00 each week If you wish
vast empire. I reached the African
Henry A. Howard.
practice, office rent, cost of light, sation of the governor of a State, the at Augusta on Friday. Supt. Irving and neither came back As Colley creasing yields.
coast and gazed upon the tropical
water, fuel, and telephone in his of mayor of a city, councilmen. board of Small. Bangor, Leu Buker supervisor Cibber wrote, “We shall find no fiend
vegetation. In the harbor of Quebec
ROCKLAND, ME.
of
Primary
Schools.
Augusta,
and
can
match
the
fury
of
a
disappointed
fice. the hire of office assistants, and aldermen, public-school teachers,
I saw far above me the Citadel. I
llltt
expenses paid in the operation and firemen, and policemen is not sub Deputy Commissioner of Education woman.”
lounged upon ihe sunny expanses of
Roderick were the other memAs Andy would say. “There's glatirepair of an automobile, based upon ject to Federal income tax. Compen
the broad Pacific, and navigated the
lude fer yer.” , We rescued Buddy
the proportion of time it is used in sation received by employees of a
IS EPILEPSY INHERITED?
Automatic Delivery Gulf Stream. For many a year now.
when he was a fledgling, raised him
making professional calls or for other municipally owned waterworks or
CAN IT BE CURED?
Schools in (Unity. Troy. Burnham in the house, have fed him since
I have been stranded beside this dock
street railway or electi icllght plant
professional purposes.
booklet containing the opinions
and Winterport were visited Thurs- August 1934. and now he ignores us
Hour Service in the sheltered harbor. Playful boys of Afamous
Many physicians use their resi is subject to Federal income tax. as
doctors on this interesting
day
by
Miss
Mary
B
Bills
director
entirely
Shakespeare
says.
How
have
romped
over
my
decaying
decks
dences both as their offices and their such activities are proprietary’ rather
subject will be sent FREE, while they
nB^^||or dived from the railings into
cf teacher training in the interests cf; Sharper than a serpent's tooth it is.
last, thc
to any reader writing to the
homes. In such instance the phy than governmental in character.
the in-service teacher training pro- t0 have a thankless chlld •
water when summer has flooded the Educational Division. Dept. F, 196
Fees for special services to a State
sician may deduct as a business ex
a LOCAL CONCERN
gram.
545 Fifth Ave.. New York, N. Y.
^bay with sunshine.
( Lord Pal and Lady Phil honored us 80LICIT8 YOUR PATRONAGE^^g
pense the rental value of the rooms are taxable, as, for example, compen
some
four
years
ago,
by
selecting
ourf*
occupied for office purposes if he sation paid architects and builders
Chateau as a proper place to be FOR OIL OR BURNER SERVICE
actually pays rent, and also the cost for planning and erecting a State
'Even in most
WE BUY
zaqqravdted cases ' entertained at meal time, pigeons
of light and heat furnished these capitol or other State or municipal
j
were
just
pigeons
to
us.
But
we
building
An
officer
or
an
employee
i/fw u ' burninq stops and
rooms. Also, he may deduct a por
' found they have the same frailties
tion of the wage- paid domestic of a State, for the purpose of the in
’comfort follows the
CLARENCE E. DANIELS
soothinq touch of - _ I as humans.
servants whose time is partly oc come-tax law. is one whose services
No rich cargoes from the , Indies
JEWELER
ROCKLAND
TELS. 730 & 731
MAINE
Our
ideas
of
pigeons
received
a
are
continuous
and
not
occasional
or
have filled my hold. No billowing 370 MAIN ST.,
cupied in caring for these rooms.
ROCKLAND
i severe jolt. They are Jealous, quarsails have bome me away through
Membership dues in professional so temporary.
storm or through sunshine to some
far off port. No remote destination
will be my goal when I depart. To
morrow, perhaps, I shall start upon
my last voyage to the ship breaker'a
(Continued from Page One'
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Have You A Severe
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